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NINETEEN  SEVENTY-FOUR, 
and so began The Beach Boys resurgence...

The late 1960s, and the opening years of 
the  new  decade,  had  not  been  kind  to 
America’s band (a term that had still  not 
even been conceived at this point in time). 
The then-recent years had seen dwindling 
record  sales  for  the  former  number  one 
recording stars of the day, lost amongst an 
increasing  desire  for  artistic  merit.  A 
plethora  of  album  releases  that,  despite 
their  appeal  on  the  eye  and  the  good 
vibrations  held  within,  had  raised  but  a 
meagre few dollars across the record store 
counters in their native homeland. But all 
of that was about to change with the issue 
of  a  new compilation album,  a  2-LP set, 
that  immediately  caught  the  imagination 
of the public. A public eager for a return to 
the  innocence  of  their  youth,  or  that  of 
their  parents  teenage  years.  An  era  of 
nostalgia. Of drive ins, malt shops, bobby 

sox and summer sun.  Two girls  for every 
boy. The Endless Summer was here. And it 
was packaged in splendor no less.

Despite  the  black  grooves  inside  the 
sleeve harkening back to long-distant days  
when  the  surf  was  always  up,  and  the 
rubber  was  always  burnin’,  the  actual 
artwork that graced the outer bore no such 
t rademark  to  nosta lg i a .  The  boys 
themselves,  as  befitted  the  era,  were 
characterized  in  drawing,  decked  with 
flowing locks and straggly beards. A sign of 
the times. A sign of being in the now, and 
after  the  desolation  of  the  previous  few 
albums,  from  the  1970  glory  that  was 
Sunflower,  up  to  the  1973  excursion  that 
resulted in Holland, The Beach Boys were, 
once more, gradually developing an image 
that  was  slowly  -  often    very  slowly  - 
deeming an acceptability to a U.S. market. 
The  concerts  halls  were  not  always  full, 
often by a long mark,  and,  as  noted,  the 
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sales  were  still  decidedly  short  of  where 
their  current  label,  Warner/Reprise 
Records,  expected  them  to  be,  but 
something... maybe even the bands overall 
reputation,  was  once  more  on  the  rise. 
They were no longer a ‘hit’  singles band. 
And the creative genius that had molded 
them  to  the  reach  the  very  pinnacle  of 
success  and  creative  acclaim  was  now  a 
virtual  bystander,  but the 1970s variation 
of The Beach Boys now created music that 
demanded  listening.  “Til  I  Die”,  “Feel 
Flows”  “Sail  On  Sailor”.  It  was  credible 
music. It was INcredible music. Music for 
a  tuned  in  audience.  It’s  just  that  not 
everyone had retuned the radio dial to the 
correct  wavelength  as  yet.  Nevertheless, 
with  the  release  of  the  Endless  Summer 
compilation, released by Capitol Records, 
and  the  definitive  oldies-but-goldies 
collection, the tide, and the hands of time, 
were once again both turning back to the 
halcyon days of the hit singles.  Hits that 
made  you  want  to  sing  along.  Hits  that 
made you want to dance.  Do you wanna 
dance?  But  the  simple  fact  that  the 
packaging  was  in  the  now made  it  even 
more acceptable. It seemed as it the band 
themselves were saying “Yeah! This is us now, 
but we’re also proud of our past. Take us at face 
value...” And, boy, did the American public 
do just that! After four months the album 
peaked  at  Number  One  in  the  Billboard 

listings,  going  triple  platinum,  and  the 
band were welcomed back by the masses 
as  long  forgotten  cousins,  friends  and 
brothers. The small concert halls that they 
had struggled to fill in the preceding years 
became stadiums, filled to the rafters. Kids 
who weren’t even born when the band first 
sang of surfin’ and hot-roddin’ were now to 
be  seen  singing  along  in  harmony.  The 
story had almost gone full circle and all it 
needed was the one final factor to make it 
complete. And who could that be?

. . . . .

So getting back on track with the theme 
of  this  project  you are currently  reading, 
and hopefully still engrossed in. Who has 
made  the  most  influential  album covers? 
I'd state a case that the BBs are certainly 
up  there  with  the  best,  and  certainly 
amongst  the  most  interesting.  It  doesn't 
always  come  around  to  quality  and 
quantity - after all, Sinatra has had in the 
region of  90 non-compilation LPs issued 
under  his  name,  whilst  Andy  Williams 
knocked  out  an  impressive  42  studio 
efforts  alone,  and (yes,  I  even confess  to 
being a fan here) The Osmond family has 
had  over  200  releases,  in  various  family 
permutations (and, no, I don't have them 
a l l )  -  but  an  awfu l  lo t  o f  th i s 
'easy-listening/MOR brigade'  contained 
little,  if  any,  artistic  inclination  when  it 
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came  to  presentation.  Yes,  a  few  moody 
shots,  silhouetted  against  a  backdrop 
conjures up a nice effect, but too many of 
the releases credited to Sinatra, Williams, 
Streisand  or  whoever  are  often  rather 
bland  smiley-smiley  affairs,  conjured  up 
and  created  by  those  in  their  high-rise 
ivory  towers,  and for  every  No-One  Cares  
there are two or three Nice ‘n’Easy’s or Come 
Dance With Me...

So,  sticking  to  the  so-called  'rock' 
fraternity, there's definitely a case study for 
Zappa  in  there,  certainly  the  artist  with 
the most original releases to his name, The 
Stones of course, and if The Beatles solo 
a lbums  were  included  within  their 
collective  clout  then  there's  another 
healthy dose to take an in depth look at, 
although you'd possibly wish to write the 
final paragraph before the sleeve for Press 
To  Play  landed  on  your  desk  with  an 
ominous heavy thud.

Bowie?  Possibly.  The  Eagles?  Definitely 
some great stories in there, but sadly too 
few releases. Chicago? Maybe. But I guess 
there's a limit as to how many times one 
can review the many, many ways you can 
portray  the  distinctive  logo  that  IS 
Chicago  (despite  the  fact  that  I  have  a 
definite fondness for the first few and also 
find  some  of  the  middle/latter  releases, 
12/Hot Streets being one particular favorite, 

strangely compelling), whilst other notable 
mentions should also go to the Bee Gees 
(22 studio releases, plus additional live and 
soundtrack offerings)  and The Byrds (the 
latter  were  on an  impressive  roll  until  it 
fell apart, stalling at 12 original collections 
between ‘65 and ‘73). The Who? Well, that 
one  caught  me  out  I  must  confess, 
thinking  they  were  also  way  up  there  in 
both quality and quantity,  so imagine my 
surprise  when  I  actually  realized  they'd 
only released 11 studio albums during their 
lengthy  career.  Did  you  realize  that? 
Driven  by  their  demand  for  'live'  work 
they've  actually  put  out  more  concert 
recordings  than original  studio  albums it 
would  appear,  although  many  of  these 
appear to be retrospective releases.

Elvis sadly suffered by having little, if any, 
creative control over his releases - thanks 
to the Colonel -  whilst it was only in his 
later years that Johnny Cash stepped out 
of  the  shadow  of  the  freight  train  to 
deliver some interesting concepts. So, yes, 
I'm going to stick my neck out, and justify 
the  reasoning  behind  this  very  project 
you're  now  reading.  Between  1962  and 
2012, a full half century no less, there have 
been 29 Beach Boys studio albums, over a 
half  dozen  live  releases,  many,  many 
unofficial bootlegs, and in the region of 30 
or so 'credible' compilation albums... and I 
use that last term lightly. How many cheap 
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repackages of the hits have appeared? 
In the U.S. and U.K. alone this would 
be a nigh on endless task to compile, 
but  add  on  the  wider  European  or 
Antipodean releases and you must be 
talking...  nah,  forget  it.  No-one  has 
that much time on their hands. 

Needless  to  say,  The  Beach  Boys 
continue  to  build  fascination  and 
enthusiasm  around  the  globe  in 
whatever format is available, to an ever 
eager  population.  Music,  book,  film, 
memorabilia, you name it and there's a 
market  for  it.  Somewhere.  And  to 
think it all started when a 16 year-old, 
suntanned  Cal i fornian  teena ger 
casually  mentioned  during  a  meeting 
with  a  small-label  record  executive; 
"my brother has written a song about 
sur f ing" .  What ,  o f  course ,  i s 
overlooked  by  reviewing  that  simple 
statement is the fact that the brother 
in question was Brian Wilson and those 
standing  alongside  him  at  the  time 
were  an  extremely  talented  group  of 
youngsters  -  or,  at  least,  they  would 
develop into such over an extremely 
brief period of time. My, how mighty 
things grow from tiny acorns...
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Rock & Roll Music (Berry)

It’s OK (Wilson/Love) 

Had To Phone Ya (Wilson/Love)

Chapel Of Love (Spector/Greenwich/Barry)

Everyone’s In Love With You (Love)

Talk To Me (Seneca)

That Same Song (Wilson/Love)

TM Song (Wilson)

Palisades Park (Barris) 

Susie Cincinnati (Jardine)

A Casual Look (Wells)

Blueberry Hill (Lewis/Stock/Rose) 

Back Home (Wilson)

In The Still Of The Night (Parks)

Just Once In My Life (Spector/King/Goffin) 
8

15 BIG ONES
Released on Brother / Reprise Records (MS-2251) 
July 5th 1976 

Produced by Brian Wilson
 
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 8 

Album Design : Dean O Torrence
 
Photography by Dana Abrams/Haworth Photography
 
Illustration : Jim Evans

Art Direction : Ed Thrasher 
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FUN IS IN, IT’S NO SIN...



UPON RELEASE, during 
the  long  hot  summer  of  1976,  it  was 
already  guaranteed  that  The  Beach  Boys 
‘comeback’ album would be a commercial 
success. A preceding Top 5 hit single, major 
articles  in  the  press,  heavy  duty  airspace 
on  the  TV networks,  sell-out  concerts 

around  the  country  (including  2  major 
venues in California just days before)... and 
the  much  publicized  return  of  ‘creative’ 
genius Brian Wilson - or so the public was 
led to believe. It just simply couldn’t fail, 
and it didn’t,  nestling comfortably within 
the Top 10 placings of the Billboard album 
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charts just five weeks after its July release 
date.  A major  commercial  achievement, 
especially  in  light  that  the  group  hadn’t 
achieved  such  chart  success  with  an 
original album for nigh on a decade. But a 
critical success? Well, thirty years later and 
the jury is still out. 

It  was  certainly  a  disappointment  to 
much of the groups longterm fanbase that 
had relished in the artistic integrity of the 
preceding  four  studio  albums.  Gone  was 
the  spark  of  creativity  that  the  united 
band  had  sug gested,  replaced  by  a 
desperate  need  to  give  the  ailing  genius 
that  wa s  once  brother  Br ian  h i s 
opportunity  in  the  studio  once  more. 
Sadly,  as  was  plain  for  all  to  see,  various 
band  members  included,  that  he  wasn’t 
ready for such a responsibility once again. 
Not  just  yet.  But  the  ‘Brian’s  Back’ 
campaign steamrollered on nonetheless...

Sitting uncomfortably upon a mish-mash 
of new recordings, new compositions, and 
a bunch of resurrected ‘oldies-but-moldies’ 
Brian appeared to have given the eagerly 
awaiting public a raw, unpolished product, 
a considerable distance short of the gems 
he  had  produced  ten  years  previous.  It 
would also appear, through leaking stories, 
that  certain  band  members  were  all-too 
aware  of  the  albums  shortcomings,  and 
that  Brian  ‘couldn’t  cut  it  yet’,  but  they 
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were unable to halt the ever-increasing roll 
of  publicity,  expectation  -  and  the 
guaranteed success. Business stood in the 
way of quality, and with the $$$ ringing in 
the  collective  purses  of  the  increasingly 
circus-like career that was now becoming 
The Beach Boys, all that anyone could do 
was sit back and led the floodgates open... 

One thing is  questionable however,  and 
that was the glaring fact that,  had it not 
been  for  the  considerable  presence  and 
lead-up of ‘Brian’s Back’ public awareness, 
then it remains doubtful if the new release 

would  have  garnered  any  additional 
interest  through  presentation  alone.  The 
artwork  that  graced  the  new  music  has 
certainly not aged well, and the front cover 
appearance  of  certain  band  individuals 
raises  eyebrows  about  how  they  would 
have been accepted amongst the mid-70’s 
‘rock’  fraternity.  People  would  certainly 
acknowledge  the  band  for  their  creative 
history, but accepting the maturer band in 
their  then-current  guise  was  a  differing 
thought  altogether.  The  hipper,  cooler 
image that had brought them back to the 
cusp of acceptability once more, that had 
ingrained them with the college students 
who  had  shared  and  appreciated  the 
sounds of Holland and Carl & The Passions: 
So Tough, had been paired back to a crisper, 
more statesman-like persona. At least, for 
some of the band. Certainly Dennis,  and 
potentially brother Carl, still maintain the 
credible rock ‘image’ that was so prevalent 

11
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during  the  post-60’s  decade,  and  yet  the 
encircled  images  of  both Mike and Alan 
offer suggestions of the businessman side 
of the group was now beginning to weave 
its way into the partnership. Mike’s neatly 
trimmed  beard,  precision-pressed  collar, 
presentable  sailor-hat  covering  up  his 
trimmed-golden-curled  locks,  looks  a 
thousand  years  (ten  thousand  maybe...) 
from  the  bedraggled  beanied-hippy  that 
performed  for  the  U.S.  audiences  during 
the  1973/74  touring  schedule.  Likewise, 
Alan,  with  neat  family-friendly  scarlet 
jersey  over  his  checkered  shirt,  strangely 
turned away from his fellow band mates, 
seemingly unwillingly to participate in the 
proceedings,  looking  far  more  like  your 
favorite uncle than the rock ‘n’ roll star he 
once  pertained  to  be.  And then  there  is 
Brian... 

The  image  of  Brian  Wilson,  whilst  a 
pleasure  to  acknowledge,  is  increasingly 
disturbing  on  the  eye.  Gone  was  the 
cherubic,  rounded  face  of  when  he  last 
accepted the publics gaze. Instead, was the 
ba l looned  ima ge  o f  an  insecure , 
middle-aged  recluse,  smiling  nervously 
before the lens, greasy shoulder-length hair 
parted  clinically  to  the  side,  the  short 
unkempt  beard  meeting  with  the  display 
of  bushy  chest-hair.  It  was  a  vision  that 
would not have encouraged the inquisitive 
purchaser to part with their money, that’s 
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for certain. Surf ’s Up, Carl & The Passions: So 
Tough,  Holland...  even  In  Concert,  had  all 
kept the groups image off the front cover – 
and  maybe  now we  can  understand  why. 
For good or for bad, The Beach Boys were 
really about the music. 

The photographs themselves were taken 
by  Dana  Abrams,  a  volleyball-playing 
friend  of  Dean  Torrence,  and  they  were 
taken  over  at  Abram’s  studio,  where  at 
least  twenty  individual  5x4  shots  were 
taken of each member, utilizing the same 
dark  background  and  lighting,  and  the 
group  themselves  chose  their  individual 
final picture. 

The actual concept of the front package 
has  been  long  debated  in  Beach  Boys 
circ les  (no  pun  intended ) ,  and  the 
inclusion of the photographs within, what 
appeared to be, the symbol of the Olympic 
rings has often been questioned. So much 
so  than  when  this  author  put  that  very 
enquiry  to  the  album  designer,  Dean 
Torrence  (formerly  of  Jan  & Dean,  now 
head of  Kittyhawk Graphics)  he  recalled 
the  design  thus:  “I  had  a  very  solid 
relationship  with  Ed  Thrasher  at  the 
Warner’s Art Department, and Mike Love 
had pointed out that it was a Olympic year 
and  he  also  noted  that  the  Olympic 
symbol  was  five  interlocking  circles.  He 
then pointed out that there were also five 

Beach Boys.  Sounded like  a  cool  idea  to 
me.  I  subsequently  came  up  with  the 
design, the logo and the title. I thought ‘15 
Big Ones’ was a lot more humble than ‘15 
Years  of  Golden  Greats’,  which  was 
Warner’s  initial  idea (to acknowledge the 
group’s 15th anniversary),  and I suggested 
putting 15 songs on the album. 

“I had always wanted to create a logo for 
The Beach Boys that looked like neon, like 
you would see at a typical hamburger joint. 
I had always loved the Bob’s Big Boy logo 
(a  U.S.-based  hamburger  restaurant),  it 
seemed like a perfect fit to me. The Beach 
Boys  and  Bob’s  Big  Boy.  A very  talented 
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airbrush artist named Jim Evans executed 
the design. He did an awesome job...” 

15

The impressive Dean Torrence-designed inner spread (above) and rear sleeve design (top left)



Certainly the Torrence-designed 
logo  has  seen  the  group  through 
many subsequent years, although it 
i s  doubt fu l  that  the  o vera l l 
tubular/neon effect that continued 
the  theme around the  borders  of 
the  s l ee ve  wou ld  ha ve  been 
accepted beyond the death of disco 
a few years later. That was just too 
near  to  the  1970’s  than  to  the 
1950’s  inspiration.  It  remains 
undocumented  as  to  how  much 
Warner Brothers paid to the I.O.C. 
for use of the prestigious Olympiad 
logo (if at all), normally a high cost 
for the many companies to license 
during  Olympic  year,  but  the 

garish,  multi-colored symbol  continues  on to 
the reverse of the sleeve as well where, most 
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“PICK YA UP AT 8”  
Amongst the many others tracks recorded 
during the busy ‘15 Big Ones’-era, but 
ultimately dropped (or never completed) 
from the final selection were: 

• Come Go With Me 
• Honkin' Down The Highway
• On Broadway 
• Mony Mony 
• Michael Row The Boat Ashore

aka       

15 Years of

Golden G
reats



probably  to  the  delight  of  the  fanatical 
follower, the full musician listing was also 
featured,  along  with  full  production  and 
a s s i s tance  c red i t s  -  a lbe i t  w i th  a 
misspelling  for  musical  acquaintance 
Charles  Lloyd(e).  Normally  relegated  to 
either  the  inner  spread  or  the  featured 
insert, such a detailed listing is a pleasing 
thing  to  behold,  but  it  does  further 
confuse  the  overall  package  –  for  one  is 
almost led to believe that it BELONGS on 
the inner spread or the insert. That’s just 
the rule.  Isn’t  it?  Maybe the influence of 
Sgt.  Pepper  was  still resounding  along  the 
many corridors of the music industry...

Instead,  where  one  would  normally 
expect such detail, the same inner spread, 
we  are  greeted  by  a  truly  generous 
montage of black and white photographs. 
Once again, by way of explanation, Dean 
Torrence offered: 

“I  did  the  collage  in  the  inside  of  the 
package. I asked all five of the guys to pick 

out  some of  their  favorite  photos,  and I 
was even allowed to throw in (an) official 
Jan & Dean Fan Club card. Plus, I snuck in 
a little Surf City reference. Nobody caught 
it. I figured fans like candid pictures...” 

...and indeed we do, for the quantity of 
photographs  is  expansive,  and  truly 
fascinating,  although it  is  noticeable that 
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 The 'Healing Of Brother Brian', 
and the infamous 'Brian's Back' 
publicity campaign, was really the 
central focus for the promotional 
push for the ‘15 Big Ones’ album. 
Salewise, it was success, but was 
Brian really back? Or was he 
unwillingly forced towards the 
glare of the publics increasingly 
inquisitive gaze by both family 
and media expectation? The 
debate still rumbles on to this 
day... 

BRIAN’S BACK



A THING OR TWO 12

FOLLOWING  THE 
TRAGIC EVENT  of April  12th 
1966, when Jan Berry crashed his blue 
’66 Corvette into the rear of a parked 
vehicle whilst speeding down Whittier 
Boulevard,  former  recording  partner 
Dean  Torrence  created  the  successful 
design  company  Kittyhawk  Graphics. 
Situated  in  a  three-storey  office 
building  on  Sunset  Boulevard,  the 
company was officially launched during 
1967, taking its name from the famous 
location in  North Carolina  where  the 
Wright  Brothers  had  made  their  first 
successful  airborne  flight.  Dean  had 
graduated  from  the  School  Of  Fine 
Arts  at  the  University  of  Southern 
California,  majoring  in  Advertising 
Design, and so the raw talent was there 
from the start... the hurdle was getting 
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Dean at work, combining graphic design
with child-minding...



that  first  break  through.  According  to 
Dean’s website, when recalling those days 
at Kittyhawk; 

“Most of my friends were in the music industry 
and  I  knew  most  of  the  executives  at  all the 
major record companies.  It  was obvious to me 
that the music industry was where I needed to 
be. My pitch to my new potential clients would 
be pretty simple because I knew that nearly all 
of them felt the very same frustrations about the 
lack of control over visuals and packaging, that 
I had felt as a recording artist. I would work for 
them. I wouldn’t  be an employee of  the record 
company. I would be the liaison between them 
and the company...” 

Dean’s first point of call  was to his old 
surfin’  buddy  (or  musical  buddy  would 
perhaps  be  more  appropriate)  Brian 
Wilson.  Taking  Dean’s  sales  pitch  on 
board,  Brian  agreed  to  give  the  new 
designer his first job, and Dean went away 
to create a trade ad for The Beach Boys 
forthcoming single “Heroes & Villains”; 

“I  turned  in  the  original  art  work,  which 
looked a lot like the ‘Sergeant Pepper’ album, to 
the  company  and  waited.  It  never  appeared. 
They said they lost it... this was my first wake 
up  call,  illustrating  to  me  that  the  record 
company art departments wanted nothing to do 
with  freelance  graphic  designers  if  they  could 
help it...” 

Following a meeting with new Columbia 
Records staff producer, and occasional bass 
player (most recently with Dean’s friends 
Chad  Stuart  and  Jeremy  Clyde)  Jim 
Guercio,  Dean  managed  to  get  some 
minor  pro jects  for  up  and  coming 
jazz/rock  band  Blood,  Sweat  And  Tears, 
and  that  in  turn  led  onto  a  potential 
project  designing  the  group  logo  for 
another  of  Guercio’s  new acts.  The  idea 
would be that this new act would have a 
newly  designed  trademarked  logo  that 
would  appear  on  each  and  every  album 
cover.  Dean  immediately  set  about 
gathering  ideas  from  logos  such  as  the 
Coca  Cola  Company,  The  Ford  logo, 
Miller  Brewing....  wanting  to  create  the  
same  institutional  feeling  that  one  gets 
from viewing such ‘branded’ logos as these. 
And  the  group’s  name?  The  Chicago 
Transit Authority.

Having settled the new 8-piece band on 
the  floor  of  his  office  as  temporary 
sleeping  arrangements,  Dean  struggled 
with the new logo. He had managed some 
rough designs,  using the capitol  ‘C’  from 
the Coca Cola logo, and then placing the 
‘h’ inside the curl, but the remainder of the 
lettering wasn’t coming together... 

“I wasn’t experienced enough to actually do the 
finished art. Everything I had done just didn’t 
look  right.  I  apologised  to  Jim  and  suggested 
that a professional hand lettering expert should 
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take  over  the  project.  By  the  groups  second 
album (Jim) had shortened the group’s name to 
‘Chicago’. Damn, only seven letters. If I had been 
given just the word ‘Chicago’ instead in the first 
place...” 

It was the L.A.-based band The Turtles 
that  finally  gave  Dean  his  first  album 
covers  project,  turning  the  group’s  own 
concept into reality for their Turtles Golden 
Hits release, and one of the next artists to 
utilize  the  newly  proven  skills  of  Mr 

Torrence was Harry Nilsson who released 
a  succession of  albums incorporating the 
Kittyhawk design on its outer sleeve. 

“We would spend a great deal of time coming 
u p  w i t h  v i s u a l  c o n c e p t s  w h i c h  w o u l d 
complement  Harry’s  musical  concepts  and  his 
quirky/eccentric personality. Once we narrowed 
down all of our wacky idea, I was allowed to 
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take whatever time it took to execute the packaging design 
and  he  would  shield  me  from  all the  petty  corporate 
bullshit. At the same time, we could also try to find a way 
to  express  our  total  disdain  towards  Harry’s  record 
company. Our most famous round of ‘tweaking’ was when 
we would subtly arrange the company logo. You have all 
probably seen the cute little black dog, Nipper, listening 
to an old Edison Gramophone. Well, one of our versions 
had the Gramophone over the top of Nipper’s head. The 
legal department didn’t catch the altered logo until the 
second  pressing  of  the  record.  Another  version  had 
Nipper’s paws over his ears. They caught that one. So the 
next version we just added a small puddle of pee under 
Nipper. They missed that one. The next one we used on 
‘The Point’  album and the final  logo tweaking was on 
‘Nilsson  Schmilsson’.  We tried  to  sneak  a  dope  smoking 
Nipper  by  them  but  they  caught  that  one,  but  they 
wouldn’t tolerate it any longer and the company issued a 
m e m o  t ha t  a d d r e s s e d  t h e  p r o b l e m  o f  ‘ L o g o 
Bastardisation”.  It  was to cease.  They were so  pleased 
that  they  had intercepted  and stopped  the  little  teeny 
dope smoking Nipper logo, so you can imagine how they 
felt  when  someone  pointed  out  to  them  that  in  the 
picture of Harry on the front cover he is holding a hash 
pipe. Stop the presses! Oh shit, the record has already gone 
gold...” 
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Dean and Harry Nilsson sneak one past 
the legal department (above)...

KITTYHAWK



The  Beach  Boys  were  some  of  Dean’s 
next clients, having recently switched over 
to Warner Brothers Records from Capitol. 
He went on to design three album covers 
for  the  group,  plus  some  of  their  solo 
releases. For Bruce Johnston’s Going Public 
release Dean, Bruce and his wife Harriet, 
flew over to Catalina Island for the photo 
shoot  (and  plenty  of  beer),  whilst  for 
Dennis  Wilson’s  Pacific  Ocean  Blue  they 
ventured further a field to Hawaii... 
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the package...” 

During its 13-year lifespan Dean’s Kittyhawk venture also achieved some major critical 
successes along the way, garnering 3 Grammy nominations, picking up the winning award 
for the 1971 album Pollution by the band Pollution (above), although by the start of the 
1980’s demand was building along the concert nostalgia circuit for the return of Dean 
alongside his former recording partner, the severely disabled but still  functioning Jan 
Berry.

When I asked Dean,  during research for the original  Back Through The  Opera  Glass 
project, as to whether he still kept his artistic hand in, he responded in the positive, 
confirming “Yes, I do still do graphic design. Keep looking at the website - jananddean.com - I did 
every page, three years in the making!” 

I’m just a guy with time on my hands
Surfin’ ‘round the world
Seein’ other lands... 
“The Restless Surfer”  by Gary Zekley



Darlin’ (Wilson/Love)

Wouldn’t It Be Nice (Wilson/Asher/Love)

Sloop John B (Trad/Arr.Wilson)

California Girls (Wilson/Love)

Do It Again (Wilson/Love)

Wake The World (Wilson/Jardine)

Aren’t You Glad (Wilson/Love)

Bluebirds Over The Mountain (Hickey)

Their Hearts Were Full Of Spring (Troup)

Good Vibrations (Wilson/Love) 

God Only Knows (Wilson/Asher)

Barbara Ann (Fassert)
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BEACH BOYS ’69
Released on Capitol Records (ST-11584) 
November 15th 1976

Produced by The Beach Boys
 
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 75 

Album Design: Dean O. Torrence / Jim Evans 
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THE  THIRD  BEACH  BOYS  'live’  offering  to  be  released  in  their 
homeland, but the first that didn’t perhaps truly represent the line-up at that particular 
stage of their career. The bands first Concert release had been a prime example of their 
early teenage- frenzy years, and was successfully released back in 1964. The 1974 double 
‘live’ offering was an intensely satisfying amalgamation of the U.S. jaunts of the previous 
two years, and was a prime example of their more ‘progressive’ period, but with the 1976 
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U.S.  issue  of  Beach  Boys  ’69  fans  of  the 
group  were  forced  to  look  back,  a  full 
seven  years  previous ,  to  when  the 
five-piece touring unit  was  still  knocking 
out brief 50-minute sets to a rapturous, yet 
undoubtedly still seated audience.

By  the  time  that  this  album  made  its 
belated  appearance  in  stores  around 
America,  The  Beach  Boys  were  drawing 
huge  crowds  to  their  concert  venues, 
packing  out  the  rafters  of  basebal l 
stadiums  across  the  country,  performing 
sets  in  excess  of  90-minutes,  and  this 
release was surely seen in no more than an 
historic,  novelty  evaluation.  Indeed, 
despite the renewed success the band was 
currently achieving,  the album itself  only 
managed to peak at the rather lowly #75 
position on the Billboard chart listings. 

The  record ing  i t se l f,  incorrect l y 
identified on the liner notes as from the 
legendary  London  Palladium  venue,  was 
actually taped during one (or two)  of the 
subsequent  shows  held  at  London’s 
Finsbury  Park  Astoria,  during  early 
December  1968  (accepted  as  being  from 
the 8th) – another misnomer suggested by 
the actual  album title  (Beach  Boys  '69).  It 
had  initial ly  appeared,  with  a  more 
relevant  focus  on  the  groups  activities, 
during May 1970 with an EMI U.K. release 
(issued as Live In London), although it was 

met with little success back then, despite 
the  ongoing  popularity  on  U.K.  shores 
during  this  ‘quiet’  period  in  the  bands 
history.  In  fact,  according  to  then-Beach 
Boy  Bruce  Johnston  the  tapes  were 
“originally  issued  without  the  band’s 
consent or knowledge...”. 

This  early  U.K.  edition  had  originally 
been  packaged  with  seemingly  little 
thought  or  care,  with  the  front  cover 
fea tur ing  the  same  Ed  S impson 
photograph that had adorned the rear of 
the 20/20  album the previous year,  whilst 
the  reverse  of  the  sleeve  was  actually  a 
photograph  taken  during  the  December 
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14th appearance on the Twien TV show in 
Amsterdam  (a  1960 ’s  mus ic  show, 
broadcast  on  Dutch  TV by  NCRV - 
surviving  footage  would  suggest  that  the 
band are performing “California Girls” in 
the shot). The album then reappeared the 
following year  in  Holland,  with a  special 

gatefold  sleeve  release,  featuring  a 
noticeably ad-hoc presentation, combining 
a 1966-era photograph with a then-current 
1971  picture,  and  then  to  add  further  to 
the  confusion  the  sleeve  notes  for  this 
particular issue (also incorrectly) state that 
it was recorded at London’s Royal Albert 
Hall! Further issues then followed around 
the  globe  over  the  years,  each  with  a  
differing  presentation  until,  seven  years 
down the  line  from it’s  initial  confusing 
appearance,  Capitol  Records,  fully  aware 
of  how  successful  the  1976  line-up  was 
once again becoming in America, and with 
a  brand  new  album  (albeit  on  the  rival 
Warner Brothers Records label) hitting the 
Top  10,  decided  to  capitalize  on  this 
sudden resurgence in their  former artists 
repertoire  and  dug  the  tapes  for  the 
London show(s) out of the vaults for a U.S. 
distribution.

With  the  bands  full  approval  this  time 
around, no doubt buoyed by the successes 
they  had  seen  Capitol  achieve  with  the 
Endless  Summer  and  Spirit  Of  America 
compilation reissues  (from 1974 and 1975 
respectively)  the  recordings  of  the  U.K. 
tour  were  finally  released  in  America 
during  November  of  1976,  with  a  brand 
new  sleeve  design  by  friend  and  artist 
Dean Torrence. 
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At first glance, once again one is led to 
believe  that  little  thought  appeared  to 
have  gone  into  the  finer  details  of  the 
front  cover,  seeing  that  the  newspaper 
presentation (in gothic 'Old English' font)  
suggests  a  headline  from  The  London 
Telegraph - a potentially misleading fact, as 
this  particular  newspaper  ceased  to 
function  after  1916.  However,  Dean  was 
quick  to  point  out  that  “I  wanted  the 
scrapbook look, so I went to a news stand 
and bought a couple of U.K. newspapers, 
then as I remember I combined the two 
names,  so  there  would  be  no  copyright 
problems”. 

 Nevertheless,  the  indicated  cost  of  the 
1969 newspaper itself,  8p in U.K. money, 
does prove to be incorrect, seeing that it 
was  in  1971  that  the  U.K.  switched 
currency  to  ‘p’,  following  decimalization, 
and back in 1969/1970 the currency was in 
‘d’...  not that a 1976 America would have 
paid much attention to such insignificant 
detail.  However,  with a genuine touch of 
or ig ina l i ty,  the  inc lus ion  o f  an 

adver t i sement  for 
‘Cheverton  Workboats’  is  an  interesting 
addition; a ‘Cheverton’ boat was designed 
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as particularly suitable to U.K. waters, with 
an  increased  mast  size  (listen,  some  of 
these are important facts y’know!)... 

The  text  of  the  newspaper  headlines 
appears  to have come from the pages of 
the  Melody  Maker  (one  of  the  U.K.’s 
then-leading  music  sources),  whilst  the 
actual  ‘scrapbook’  effect  that  Dean 
envisaged,  somewhere  along  the  line, 
turned  into  a  pin-board  vision,  and  the 
final effect is that of various pictures and 
postcards  pinned  to  the  plain  blue 
background, and although the conceptual 
idea  was  good,  it  may  have  benefited 
further by featuring more relevant pictures 
and clippings (as Dean had so successfully 
managed  on  the   preceding  15  Big  Ones 
package)... 

One of the photographs is actually from 
the 1966 U.K.  tour,  whilst  the remaining 
two  band  images,  although  from  the 
correct late-60’s era, would suggest slightly 
differing periods (judging by the hairstyles 
and the increasing length of the impressive 
Love-beard).  As  for  the  three  postcards 
supposedly ‘pinned’ to the board, the first 
one (placed centrally on the front sleeve), 
with an imaginary handwritten message to 
Brian back home in L.A.,  suggested that 
big  brother  could 
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be reached at the ‘7777 Sunset’ address in 
Hollywood.  Well,  back  in  1976,  the 
chances are that any mail  WOULD have 
reached  Brian  at  this  address.  Dean 
reca l led;  “That  was  my  Kittyhawk 
Graphics  address.  Actually,  it  was  one of 
three addresses I had; 7783 was my studio, 
7785  was  my  production  office  and  7777 
was  a  conference  room I  shared  with  a 
business partner. All these addresses were 
in the same building, but it burned down 
in the mid-eighties...”. 

Today, that address will bring you to the 
Hol l ywood  Sheet  Music  store ,  the 

self-proclaimed  “Music  Store  To  The 
Stars!”,  where  their  ‘primary  customers 
include  the  film and  TV studios,  actors, 
recording  artists,  instructors  and  the 
general music community of Los Angeles’. 

The  remaining  two  postcards  offer  up 
simplistic  interpretations  of  Britain;  an 
airbrushed  view  over  Stonehenge,  the 
great  Neolithic  masonry  architecture 
constructed between 3000bc and 1600bc 
that actually lies approximately 80 miles to 
the south-west of London, and a silhouette 
of  one  of  the  Queen’s  royal  guardsmen, 
wearing the traditional bearskin, alongside 
the  Union  Jack  flag.  Elsewhere,  small 

symbols  of  England (a  shield  and armor) 
and a Beach Boys ’69 badge (highlighting 
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Dennis, samples the British beer
 during the 1968 U.K. visit...

Supporting acts on the 1968 U.K. tour were Barry Ryan, Bruce Channel, Vanity Fair, The Majority,  
Sharon Tandy & Fleur De Lys and Eclection - all compered by DJ Roger ‘Twiggy’ Day... a full line-up ! 



A THING OR TWO 13

AFTER THE 1968 RELEASE of the third 
volume in Capitol’s Best Of The Beach Boys 
series things quietened down considerably 
in  the  compilation  stakes  for  the  group. 
Clearly, in the mind of the executives high 
up in the tower, The Beach Boys were no 
longer  a  reliable  option to  guarantee the 
big bucks in their homeland and, excluding 
a  few  random  re- issues  and  budget 
releases,  there  was  no  foreseeable  effort 
made  once  the  new  decade  commenced 
towards  capita l iz ing  on  the  bands 
previously successful back catalogue.

Good  Vibrations,  a  10-track  collection 
appeared  in  the  spring  of  1970,  but  this 
barely touched the potential goldmine that 
lay within the Capitol vaults,  whilst High 
Water  (licensed out to Pickwick Records) 
was  no  more  than  a  gathering  of  eight 
studio tracks paired of with a re-release of 
the  1964  Concert  album,  retitled  Wow! 
Great  Concert.  Meanwhile,  across  the 
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to compete with the ever-increasing 
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ocean, the U.K. audience was rewarded for 
their ongoing loyalty with a neat 16- track 
collection,  disappointingly  titled  Greatest 
Hits,  but  nevertheless  pulling  together  a 
number  of  bands  finest  moments  in  one 
gathering.  Needless  to  say,  the  U.K. 
fanbase  justified  the  faith  in  them  by 
placing  the  collection  in  the  1970  Top 5 
listings. However, by 1974, Capitol Records 
in  the  U.S.  were  surely  becoming all  too 
aware of the credible reputation that the 
band were now garnering on the concert 
circuit and amongst rock critics, impressed 
by the seemingly vibrant resurrection that 
they  had  achieved  through  the  minor 
successes of both the Surf ’s Up and Holland 
albums, and in the early summer of 1974 
they  plundered  the  vaults  with  style, 
coming up with an impressive double-disc 
collection of hits and album tracks. 

Issued  under  the  banner  of  Endless 
Summer,  a  title  suggested to them by the 
ever Mr Positivity, Mike Love, the album 
was a  revelation,  seemingly reintroducing 
the    bands  halcyon  hit-making  days  to 
both  newer  fans  and  to  those  who 
cherished the memories  from years  gone 
by.  Four  weeks  after  release  the  album 
made its debut on the Billboard charts and 
the following three months saw a gradual 
spiral  upwards,  culminating  in  the  peak 
position during the first week of October 
1974 – their first chart topping album for 

t e n 
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years!

Having said that, what made the albums 
achievements all the more spectacular was 
it’s refusal to disappear and it comfortably 
nestled  in  the  listings  for  a  further  59 
weeks (revisiting the top 20 the following 
year) before finally drifting away... only to 
resurface during the summer of 1976 for a 
further intermittent run of 78 weeks! 

Much has been documented on the truly 
astonishing success of the album, but very 
little  time  has  seemingly  been  spent  of 
reassessing  the  artwork  that  graced  the 
package. The actual sleeve itself appears to 
be  trying  to  please  all  parties  concerned 
with  the  offering.  Indeed,  the  perfectly 
drawn curl of a giant wave sets the tone for 
the image, as does the lush green tropical 
foliage, and by flipping the sleeve over the 
greens  and  blues  give  way  to  a  glorious 

yellow  sky  and  sand  dune  –  the  colors 
simply  reeking  of  a  wondrous  sixties 
summertime -  and yet the five faces that 
stare out at us, three on the front and two 
on the reverse, are clearly set in the now, 
the  1970s.  The  cartoon-like  drawings  of 
Mike and Alan on the front, and Carl on 
the  reverse  (the  latter  surrounded  by  a 
flower-patterned  inflatable  swimming 
tube, whilst reading an issue of Our Army 
At War comic – a sly dig at Carl’s refusal to 
attend his call-up?), are all heavily bearded 
with long strands of hair almost mimicking 
the  graceful  curl  of  the  wave,  whilst  the 
face  of  bleached-blond Dennis  gazes  out 
from the erect surfboard, standing upright 
in  the  golden  sand.  Finally,  we  see  the 
doleful image of Brian, barely recognizable 
from the cherubic rounded face of when 
these  recordings  were  made,  reclusively 
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peering  out  from between  the  fronds  of 
greenery,  whilst  a bi-plane flies overhead, 
trailing the album title behind on a banner. 

Artistically  created  by  California-based, 
former U.S. Marine Corps illustrator Keith 
McConnell this is a near-perfect match of 
1960 ’s  innocence  and  1970 ’s 
hippie-hedonism, although one wonders as 
to  whether  the  additional  image  of  the 
bikini-clad  body  on  the  reverse  of  the 
sleeve,  showing the lower  portion of  the 
torso  only,  is  there  to  suggest  that  the 
viewer is of the same body. Hmmm... 

To  enhance  the  packaging  further  Art 
Director  Roy  Koraha  chose  to  include  a 
poster  insert  featuring  a  genuine  Boeing 
Stearman biplane, towing the title banners 
once  again,  although  this  does  appear  a 
totally  unnecessary  addition  –  perhaps 
more  l inked  wi th  the  extens ive 

promotional  campaign  that  Capitol  took 
to  launch  the  album  –  but  by  way  of 
redemption  Keith  McConnell’s  tasteful 
artwork  is  again  represented  across  the 
inner spread, with the image of Brian once 
again featured, although there remains no 
reference, photographic or otherwise, as to 
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the how the band actually appeared during 
their early phase,  when the vast majority 
of  the  songs  featured  were  committed 
onto  tape.  A luxurious  waste  of  the 
expansive  space  available?  Or  a  way  of 
attempting  to  eradicate  memories  of 
striped-shirt  freedom  and  a  candy-clean 
image... 

Whatever  the  reasons,  the  release  paid 
dividends  tenfold  and  so  the  April  1975 
release of a follow-up collection, Spirit Of 
America,  came  as  no  surprise,  and  the 
subsequent  43-week  run  on  the  Billboard 
charts,  with a  peak position of  #8,  once 
again  proved  to  Capitol  that  there  was 
money in the vaults. 

Keith  McConnell  once  more  provided 
the  artwork for  this  second compilation, 
although  the  theme  this  time  around 

encapsulated  the  aura  of 
Americana,  as  opposed  to  limiting  the 
images to sun, surf and tropicana. Mickey 
Mouse,  hot  dogs,  Mount  Rushmore, 
baseball...  it’s  all  in  there,  although 
interestingly, so was the acknowledgement 
to  the  past,  featured  in  a  montage  of 
candid photographs, showing the group as 
they  were  then,  and  how  they  are  now. 
However,  the  run  couldn’t  last  and  as 
before, following in the wake of Best Of The 
Beach  Boys;  Volume  3,  the  third  Capitol 
collection  in  this  new  series,  entitled 
Sunshine  Dream  and  appearing  as  late  as 
1982, and once again packaged in artistic 
interpretation, failed to match the success 
of  it’s  predecessors  and  it  unsurprisingly, 
didn’t even make an appearance in the Top 
100 (peaking at a lowly #180). 
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Since then, and indeed before the third 
album in the series appeared, various other 
compilations  began  frequenting  the  new 
release  racks  and  bins,  including  a  vast 
amount of cheap re-issue sets, all designed 
to  pull  in  the  $$$  with  ever-increasing 
quantities.  In  1975  The  Beach  Boys 

current  label, Warner Brothers, also 
chose  to  capitalize  on  the  bands 
sudden resurgence and the success of 
Capitol’s  best-selling  albums,  and 
issued  Good  Vibrations:  Best  Of  The 
B e a c h  B o ys ,  a  col lect ion  pul l ing 
together  the  most  notable  moments 
from the  post-Pet  Sounds  era  (Capitol 
still held the rights to all of the bands 
ear l y  recordings ) ,  and  they  were 
subsequently  rewarded  with  a  Top  30 
hit,  whilst  across the Atlantic,  six years 
after Greatest Hits had reached the Top 5 
in the U.K. charts, EMI (London) saw the 

time  as  right  to  once  again  exploit  the 
bands catalogue. 20 Golden Greats appeared 
in the high summer of 1976, publicized on 

a marketing campaign that truly shook 
the  countr y.  Void  o f  any 
oldies-but-moldies  photographs  the 

album was presented quite simply, with 
the  dazzling  airbrushed  image  of  a 

surfer, riding the turquoise wave atop his 
red board, based on a still from Oceans, a 

1971  surf  movie  made  by  UK filmmaker 
Rod  Sumpter,  and  courtesy  of  illustrator 
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Left: The 1970s Beach Boys resurgence saw a 
plethora of poorly packaged cheap re-issues 

plague the markets across Europe and the U.S.
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Terry Pastor (who had also created the 
sleeves for David Bowie’s Hunky Dory 
and  Rise  And  Fall Of  Ziggy  Stardust 
albums).  A truly  mesmerizing  image 
that  the  U.K.  public  took  to  their 

hearts,  sending 

the 
release to the 
poll  position 
o f  the 

best-selling  lists.  It  was  a  long  time 
coming but The Beach Boys sun was 
shining high over California again and 
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IN CONVERSATION WITH TERRY PASTOR
February 2016

My artwork for 20 Golden Greats was commissioned a 
long time ago, and it was unusual that the work was 

commissioned through an advertising agency, 
possibly Foote, Cone & Belding of London although 

that may not be correct... the memory is not 100%! 
I do remember it was a fairly fraught. There were two 

art directors that kept asking for alterations to the 
artwork and it ended up not as I would have liked it. 

There was only the one piece, no alternative ideas or 
roughs, and as I mentioned it was the art directors 

that were driving the creative side. I've always 
produced better work when left alone. This was 

certainly the case with the two David Bowie covers I 
worked on where there was no art direction at all. It 
may have been possible I was asked to do the Beach 

Boys cover because of the Bowie work, but more likely 
at the time because I did quite a few album sleeves 
that were pure airbrush paintings rather than the 
colored up photographs for Hunky Dory and Ziggy 

Stardust. In fact, both the Bowie covers never 
featured in my portfolio as they were not the sort of 

stuff I normally did, and at the time David Bowie was 
not as great a star has he became over the years. 

However, it appears that the Bowie covers have 
reached iconic status over the last seven years or so.

I also know the airbrush work of Dave Willardson 
(Carl & The Passions). Great stuff, very West Coast. 

There were quit a few airbrush illustrators that were 
working in L.A. in the '70's. One Californian artist I 

really liked was Charles White III.  His stuff was 
amazing. Throughout most of my career the airbrush 
was my main technique for painting but now I tend to 

work digitally, but sometimes scan in airbrush 
artwork and rework it in the computer. These days I 

tend to turn down a lot of illustration work, now 
mostly painting and creating limited edition art 

prints.
As for feedback from the group, or the management… 

I haven't had any feedback from any of the artists or 
management I have worked for, other than the one 

cover I did for a band called The Wildhearts. 
Fortunately, for me, that was very positive! 

Left: Original film still by Rod Sumpter



Let Us Go On This Way (Wilson/Love)

Roller Skating Child (Wilson) 

Mona (Wilson)

Johnny Carson (Wilson)

Good Time (Wilson/Jardine)

Honkin’ Down The Highway (Wilson)

Ding Dang (Wilson/McGuinn) 

Solar System (Wilson)

The Night Was So Young (Wilson)

I’ll Bet He’s Nice (Wilson) 

Let’s Out Our Hearts Together (Wilson)

I Wanna Pick You Up (Wilson)

Airplane (Wilson)

Love Is A Woman (Wilson) 
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Released on Brother / Reprise Records 
(MSK-2258) April 11th 1977 

Produced by Brian Wilson
 
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 53 

Album Design: Dean O. Torrence
 
Outer Sleeve Photography: Guy Webster
 
Inner Sleeve Photography: David Leaf / 
Lester Cohen / Lou Cohen / David Hiller 

NOW WE CAN FLY, HIGH IN THE SKY
WE’LL LIVE FOREVER
WE’LL NEVER DIE...

25
LOVE YOU

GOD PLEASE LET US GO ON THIS WAY



THE BEACH BOYS LOVE YOU was the 1977 group offering from the 
band although, essentially, once stripped of the layered group vocals, and Carl’s overseeing 
eye, it  was ultimately a very personal offering from Brian Wilson, the fragile,  tortured 
genius who was still very much finding his comfort zone back behind the studio control 
desk once more. 

Despite all of the furore surrounding the 15 Big Ones/Brian’s Back campaign, and following 
his forced re-entry into the concert arenas of America, once time and scheduling allowed 
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Brian  was  to  be  found  back  in  the 
recording studios, feverishly working on a 
selection of new compositions, seemingly 
intent on releasing a new album under the 
working titles of New Album and/or... Brian 
Loves You. 

Presumably  then,  at  one  stage,  the 
remaining  band  members  decided  it  was 
time to input their own two cents worth 
into  one  of  these  virtually  completed 
offerings  and  their  combined  voices,  or 
additional  creative  input,  were  added  to 
the  mix  (although  in  Dennis  and  Carl’s 
case  Brian  had  already  utilized  some 
instrumental  contributions).  However,  as 
most dedicated followers of the band will 
admit, once Brian/The Beach Boys Love You 
finally  appeared,  it  was  really  a  Brian 
Wilson solo album underneath the layers 
of  vocal  icing.   It  was  the  triumphant 
return after  the  confusing  and misplaced 
intentions of the previous release. Or was 
it?  Since it’s first public airing in the late 
Spring  of  1977  these  same  dedicated 
followers  have  remained  divided  in  their 
acceptance of the album. On one hand we 
have the faithful who seemingly appreciate 
every  note,  nuance  and/or  noise  that 
permeates from the grooves. They worship 
the dumb, simple compositions that Brian 
composed  alone,  singing  of  the  distant 
solar  system  (including  those  immortal 
words “If Mars had life on it, I might find 

my  wife  on  it...”)  or  of  his  amusing 
admiration and appreciation to America’s 
chat-show  king,  Johnny  Carson.  Many 
claimed  it  to  be  Brian’s  best  work  for  a 
decade,  removed  it  appeared,  of  the 
increasingly restricting contributions from 
his fellow band members. “Honkin’ Down 
The  Highway”  rocked  their  boat,  whilst 
“The  Night  Was  So  Young”  takes  them 
back  towards  the  g roups  de l i ca te 
harmonies of yesteryear... 

Then  again,  on  the  opposite  hand,  we 
have the loyal Beach Boys fans who truly 
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Promotional artwork for the release also 
incorporated the mosaic design throughout...
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despair of the simplistic, raw production, 
filled  with  synthesizers  and  rough  edges. 
Where  were  the  beautiful  melodies  that 
had woven through the heartstrings of the 
Pet Sounds  or Sunflower  eras? Save for the 
occasional moment or two, where were the 
endless banks of sun-drenched harmonies?

In  order  to  stand  completely  unbiased 
with  my  text  here,  for  the  sake  of  this 
article  I  shal l  remain  on  the  fence 

(although  I  do  have  my  own opinion...), 
and  instead  we  shall  simply  sum up  the 
commercial  aspect  of  the  album  by 
acknowledging that this division amongst 
the music-buying population, and notably 
spearheaded  by  the  lack  of  a  successful 
preceding  single  release,  saw  the  album 
scrape to a lowly #53. Despite the bands 
continuing  concert  attraction  it  would 
appear  that  the  initial  impact  that  had 
followed Brian’s  apparent  resurgence  had 
clearly faltered...

For the packaging of the album the group 
once  again  turned  to  loyal  friend,  and 
sleeve  designer  for  the  previous  release, 
Dean  Torrence,  head  of  the  burgeoning 
Kittyhawk  Graphics.  Dean  recalled  (in 
conversation  with  this  author):  “Because 

the guys were using the image of a native 
Indian  in  their  Brother  Records  logo,  I 
came up with something that looked like a 
Navajo  rug.  I  actually  designed  around 
80%  of  the  cover  while  waiting  for  the 
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title  to  be  finalized.  My  title  offering, 
‘Cowabunga’, was obviously not used, but 
the  word  looked  like  a  native  American 
word  and it  also  was  related to  surfing. 
Nice fit I thought. The ‘Love You’ title was 
really corny, I hated it...” 

This  striking  mosaic  vision,  comprising 
of 729 (count ‘em)  small, colored squares, 
doesn’t sit comfortably with all fans, with 
the  actua l  t i t le  of  the  a lbum  only 
becoming  clearly  apparent  when  viewed 
f rom  a  distance,  and  yet  once  one 

understands  the  conceptual  idea  of  the 
Torrence ‘rug’, with the additional images 
of  the birds in-flight in each of  the four 
corners, it becomes all the more attractive 
to the eye. The pattern is continued on the 
reverse  of  the  sleeve,  with  slight  color 
variations  around  the  edges,  although  in 
the  centre  of  the  rear  sleeve  a  group 
picture  is  placed,  a  strange  combination 
made  up  of  two  individual  photographs. 
The forefront of the picture comprises of 
the  five  group  members,  as  captured  on 
camera  by  Los  Ange les -ba sed 
photographer  Guy  Webster,  a  legendary 
figure behind the lens who had not only 
captured  the  band  during  their  earlier 
glory days, but also many others of rock ‘n’ 
roll’s  elite,  along  with  a  vast  number  of 
major Hollywood and political figureheads. 
Howe ver,  some what  i ronica l l y  for 
California’s  own  native  sons,  pictured 
underneath  a  sun-kissed  palm  tree  (the 
same photo session also supplied the front 
cover to David Leaf ’s book The Beach Boys 
& The California Myth), Webster informed 
this author during 2006 that “the picture 
was actually taken whilst we were on tour 
in  Florida”  (possibly  for  the  January  7th 
1977 show...). 

Perhaps in order to redress the balance, 
Webster ’s  g roup  ima ge  i s  then 
superimposed over a darkened vision of a 
breaking shoreline,  with a  surfer  stalking 
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An alternate image from the 1977 
Guy Webster/Florida photo shoot



the sand, stick in hand, possibly with the 
intention  of  convincing/intentionally 
misleading  the  viewer  into  believing  the 
scenario  of  a  California-based  imagery  - 
and yet,  somewhat strangely,  the finished 
artwork was then initially pressed onto a 
rough,  matt-finished  card,  so  that  the 
completed  combination  had  no  sheen, 
with the result that the surfbreak is barely 
visible amongst the murky coloring (note: 
the  manufacturers  of  the  compact  disc 
re-issue,  following on in later years,  were 
also  unable  to  correct  such  dismal 
coloring). 

Both  track  selection  and  brief  album 
credits  also  adorn  the  rear,  above  and 
below  the  picture,  and  the  overal l 
impression  is  that,  aesthetically,  the  rear 
actually works better than the front of the 
sleeve, with the overall presentation of the 
group  bearing  far  more  rock  ‘credibility’ 
than  the  deeply  concerning  images  that 
were  uncomfortably  displayed  on  the 
previous studio album (even if  Alan’s cap 
and Mike’s wide-brimmed affair are simply 
clear  attempts  to  disguise  the  thinning 
pate...).  However, it is interesting to note 
than  Webster’s  photograph  was  not  the 
picture  initially  intended  for  the  sleeve, 

and  an  early  test  print  featured  an 
alternate and questionably superior group 
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Left: The unused Julian Wesser photo session



photograph,  taken  by  Julian  Wasser  during  promotion  for  the  1976  It’s  OK  NBC TV 
Special...
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By removing the inside package from the 
outer  sleeve  we  are  then  treated  to  a 
further  col lect ion  of  photographs, 
presented  on  the  initial  pressings  of  the 
inner  jacket.  On  one  side  we  see  a 
gathering of black and white taken during 
the 1976 New Year’s Eve concert and the 
after show party at the L.A. Forum, held 
to  ce lebrate  the  bands  s ix teenth 
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Recorded during the same sessions 
that eventually yielded the "Love You" 
album, many outtakes from the studio 
were reportedly intended for an album 

tentatively titled "New Album". This 
early vinyl bootleg (above) suggested 

such titles as: 
My Diane 

Marilyn Rovell 
Hey Little Tomboy 

Ruby Baby 
You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling 

Sherry She Needs Me 
Games Two Can Play 

and a number of these were to feature 
on later 'official' Beach Boys 

releases... 

Next page: The band 
and guests (Billy Hinsche, Ricci 

Martin, Bruce Johnston and Marilyn 
Wilson) at the April 1st 1977 launch 
for "Love You”. So just maybe it was

an April fools joke 
all along... 
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BEHIND THE LENS: PART TWO

A THING OR TWO 14

GUY WEBSTER  was  one  of 
the  early  innovators  of  rock  ‘n’  roll 
photography,  renowned  worldwide,  his 
work  has  spanned  the  worlds  of  music, 
films  and  politics  in  a  stellar  40-year 
career. While shooting album covers and 

billboards for groups that included The Rolling Stones, The Mamas and Papas, The Beach 
Boys, The Byrds, The Doors, Simon & Garfunkel and Chicago, he also photographed such 
film legends as Charlton Heston, Rita Hayworth, Dean Martin and Natalie Wood. As the 
primary celebrity photographer for hundreds of worldwide magazines, Webster's artistry 
has captured a vast range of talent and luminaries from Igor Stravinski, Truman Capote 
and Zubin Mehta to Barbara Streisand, Jack Nicholson, Candice Bergen, Michelle Pfeiffer 
and Ted Danson. Presidential subjects have included Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton. 

Today, Guy still works from his studio in Venice, California, while pursuing his passions 
for family and vintage motorcycles, and it was during his work in October 2006 that I 
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caught up with him and asked him about his 
involvement  in  photography  and,  obviously, 
The Beach Boys... 

MS:  Naturally,  my  main  interest  with  your 
work is with The Beach Boys, so if I may start 
by asking you what was your first meeting or 
photo session with the group? 

GW: I first  met  them with Terry  Melcher  in  the 
early  days  of  the  group,  the  early  1960’s.  He  was 
friendly with them, but I didn’t shoot them until the 
mid  60’s...  but  (I  would  hang  with)  Dennis 
particularly. We were both car freaks. I rode around 
in  his  Ferrari  a  couple  of  times.  Then  I  started 
photographing  the  group,  and  I  did  about  eight 
different shootings with them 

MS: And who did you find the easiest to work 
with? The easiest to capture on film? 

GW: Dennis was more the extrovert, more comfortable in front of the camera I think. They all... they 
were great with me. I had such a nice time. We were all friends, and all had friends in common 

MS: A lot  of  your  work with 
Brian  and  the  group  was 
seemingly taken during the Pet 
S o u n d s / SMi L E  per iod  o f 
1966/67 and your pictures were 
due  to  grace  the  rear  sleeve, 
and booklet for the abandoned 
SMiLE  album. I believe some 
of  the  shots  entailed  you 
photographing  them  on  and 
around a river in Boston? How 
did that come about? 
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GW: I did a  lot  for  that,  we were  in  the  harbor, 
running around taking shots, we were on tour at the 
time. I toured with them three times, shooting... 

MS: One of  your most  memorable  images is 
that of the six-piece line up, stacked up in the 
tent that Brian had installed in his living room. 

GW: I recall that one. I’ve got about 300 pictures of 
Brian that no-one has ever seen, so we used a lot of 
them in that television show about him. Did you see 
that?  David  Leaf  was  behind  it  ( ‘Beautiful 
Dreamer’). We put tons of pictures in there... 

MS: Moving forward to the mid- 1970’s when 
their career was in resurgence, how did that 1976 photographic session on the beach come 
about? That session ultimately resulted in the pictures that graced not only the covers for 
both the Love You and MIU albums, but also the front sleeve of David Leaf ’s biography... 

GW: I wouldn’t even remember which one that is! A number of shots were taken down at Brother 
Records during that period, but I think the beach shot was taken down in Florida, around the Keys 
somewhere, we made it look like California. We were on tour then. When we came back that was the 
period around Brother Records and we took lots of shots...

MS: Were you a fan of the music at all? Was their ever an occasion when you were in awe 
of your subject ? I mean, look at the names you photographed... The Reagans, Charlton 
Heston, Streisand, The Who at Monterey... 

GW: I’m a big fan of all music, from opera to blues to rock ‘n’ roll, and I’m in the music business. I’m a 
music publisher, so I have a background in it. But, actually, no, I wasn’t in awe, because I knew them 
too well. They’re all people like anyone else. I travelled with them, I was in their home. I had quite a 
time shooting during all those years. I’ve been impressed with certain people, not the big names... I was 
impressed with Igor Stravinsky who was a personal favorite of mine, but not by the people themselves, 
because I never thought that the people were the work. I love their work, but it doesn’t mean that 
they’re great people. Often very childish, they made money too quick so I think it showed up in their 
behaviors... but I’m not a judgmental person 
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MS: And you recently worked with Brian again,  a  picture is  featured on your website 
(right). Is he comfortable working with someone, such as yourself, who he has known for 
such a long time? After all, he is such 
a fragile person... 

GW:  We  d i d  s o m e t h i n g  f o r  Ti m e 
Magazine recently. He’s fragile, but when 
his wife is around its not that bad. She can 
get him to do things,  and it was great that 
she was there for that shooting. It made it 
great to work for me. I made him look like 
a  gentleman  and  wear  nice  clothes,  not 
just some t-shirt... 

MS:  If  I  could  ask  you  a  little  bit 
about  your  own  background?  How 
did the interest in photography come 
about? And what was the big break? 

GW: That was an accident. I was in the 
army doing special services and my job was decorating Christmas trees. I was on my way to Yale 
Drama School after I graduated from university and a friend of mine, who’s a famous heart surgeon, 
gave me a camera and said why don’t you take this to the army. So I did, and I took some pictures and 
they put me in charge of the photographic department, because after the Christmas trees they didn’t 
have a job for me to do...  so I started teaching the recruits how to take pictures although I knew 
nothing about it. When I got out of the army, I was supposed to go to Yale and somebody said “hey, you 
gotta take those army pictures to the Art Centre School of Design, they’ll really like these". So I did, 
and they asked me if I'd come there to study. They couldn't believe that I took those all on one roll of 
film,  y’know...  so  that’s  what  happened.  I  became  a  photographer  right  away,  because  I  started 
working. Having been an actor and a director before I started shooting all my actor friends, and it was 
a lot of fun. Guys like Jack Nicholson, he was a friend of mine, and we were all actors and so he said 
take my pictures and that was the beginning of the actor thing, and then Terry Melcher had a rock 
group he was working on at Columbia, and he was my next door neighbor and childhood friend, so I 
did that and after that I started working with Lou Adler... 
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Guy’s work with the Mamas 
& Papas remains amongst
his favorite shoots...



MS: I  love the work that  Terry did.  His 
solo work, the production, the early stuff 
with The Rip Chords. It was a great loss to 
the music  industry  recently  (Editors  Note: 
Terry had died just a couple of years prior to this 
interview taking place)

GW: Yes, but he was very sick, it was actually 
kind of  a  blessing.  He was an alcoholic  at  the 
end. I think it was pretty cool. If he’d stayed on 
like that I think he’d just have done more and 
more damage... 

MS: And finally... Any that got away? The 
photographs you wished you’d got? 

GW: Well,  there’s two, no three, now that you 
mention it.  Jacques  Cousteau had asked me to 
come and photograph him on the Calypso and I 
couldn’t do it. There was some reason I couldn’t 
go, and I ever got the chance to do it again. That 
would have been a wonderful couple of weeks. I 
think I was working on a film or something at 
the time. And the other was the Beatles. I was 
asked to do their album cover but I was under 
contract  to  A&M  Records  at  the  time  and  I 
asked them if I could get out to go to England to 
shoot it (the cover) and they said no, its too much 
competition to what we do. We don’t want you 
to do that, and even though we were friends they 
actually stopped me from doing it  and that’s  a 
regret. And the other one was Marlon Brando, 
even  though  I  know  he’s  insane  I  wanted  to 
actually  photograph  him,  because  I  liked  him 
and I was so impressed by his work. So those are 

the  three  regrets  I  think.  Rock ‘N’  Roll ?  I’ve 
never had any regrets other than the Beatles...” 

. . . . .

My genuine appreciation goes to both Guy and 
Jessie Webster for their time and consideration 

during our conversation together.                   
Malcolm C. Searles. 2008 
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A solo photo shoot with Dennis...
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She’s Got Rhythm (Wilson/Love/Altbach)

Come Go With Me (Quick)

Hey Little Tomboy (Wilson)

Kona Coast (Love/Jardine)

Peggy Sue (Allison/Petty/Holly)

Wontcha Come Out Tonight (Wilson/Love) 

Sweet Sunday Kinda Love (Wilson/Love)

Belles Of Paris (Wilson/Love/Altbach)

Pitter Patter (Wilson/Love/Jardine)

My Diane (Wilson) 

Match Point Of Our Love (Wilson/Love)

Winds Of Change (Altbach/Tuleja) 
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Released on Reprise Records (MSK-2268) 
September 25th 1978 

Produced by Alan Jardine & Ron Altbach
Executive Production by Brian Wilson
 
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 151 

Album Design: Dean O. Torrence & The Beach 
Boys 

Front Cover Photography: Warren Bolster  

Back Cover Photography: Guy Webster 
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UNLIKE THE PREVIOUS STUDIO ALBUM, The Beach Boys Love You, this 1978 
release,  titled  after  the  Maharishi  International  University  where  the  majority  of  the 
release was recorded, there is no definitive division amongst the bands followers around 
the world. With Love You it was more often than not either yes or no, as simple as that, but 
the  acceptance  or  rejection  of  the  M.I.U.  Album  (or  simply  M.I.U.  as  it  is  universally 
referred to as) was never a clear cut thing. It has always been more of... “well, it has some 
good parts, and some not so good... Overall? Not too sure...”. 
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If Love You was the most decisive album 
in the bands catalogue, then M.I.U. surely 
has to rate as the most indecisive. Put it 
down  to  a  d i s t inct  l ack  o f  the 
tri-Wilson-axis?  The  bland  production? 
The  noticeable  void  of  quality  material? 
The  lack  of  the  killer  hit  single?  Put  it 
down  to  whatever  reason  you  wish,  but 
M.I.U. just doesn’t ‘cut it’ in the minds of 
many. 

Bizarrely, the so-called hit single that was 
so lacking upon release (“Peggy Sue” just 
crept into the lower reached of the Top 75 
lists) was rekindled three years later when 
“Come Go With Me”, a cover of the 1956 
Del-Vikings  recording,  belatedly  made  it 
into the Billboard Top 20, but by that stage 
M.I.U.  was  virtually  a  forgotten  piece  of 
Beach Boy history. 
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The history of the sessions 
that  resulted in this  offering 
are,  perhaps,  as  confusing as 
the  f ina l  product  i tse l f. 
Brian’s  ongoing  recuperation 
in the studios had resulted in 
a  wea l th  o f  mater i a l 
post-1976,  with  a  number  of 
virtually  complete  albums 
being  mentioned  in  many 
hush-hush  circles,  and  in 
s l ightly  more  publicized 
conversations  as  well.  New 
Al b u m ,  B r i a n  L o v e s  Yo u , 
Adult/Child... all titles banded 
about with promises of what 
they  could  and  would  offer. 
Sadly,  other than the second 
of  these developing into the 
1977  group  release,  a  major 
por t ion  of  the  mater ia l 
recorded would remain in the 
vaults.  However,  internal 
fractions  within  the  band 
itself  were  rife  over  this 
per iod ,  and  when  the 
Love/Jardine division decided 
to decamp to the Maharishi International 
University  in  Fairfield,  Iowa  for  further 
recording,  predominantly  for  a  proposed 
Christmas  release,  bringing  along  a 
seeming l y  subdued  Br ian  for  that 
authent ic  Beach  Boys  touch ,  the 

pendulum of creative control swung away 
from the  Wilson  brothers.  Neither  Carl 
nor  Dennis  were  heavily  involved  in  the 
sessions,  with  neither  in  favor  of  the 
project, and with both making but fleeting 
visits  to  northerly  mid-America  group 
relationships were stretched to breaking... 
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With  Alan  Ja rd ine  tak ing  jo int 
production  credits,  alongside  fellow 
musician,  friend  and  co-meditator  Ron 
Altbach (Brian was only afforded executive 
production  status  due  to  his  apparent 
incapability  of  holding  down  the  full 
production role)  the idea of  a  Christmas 
album  was  swiftly  nixed  once  Warner 
Brothers heard the initial track selection, 
and after a number of re-recordings, album 
titles changes (California  Feeling,  Winds  Of 
Change)  and  a  few  additions  from  the 
vaults, M.I.U. was unleashed to a decidedly 
lukewarm  reception,  and  a  lowly  #151 
chart position (for three straight weeks no 
less).

For  the fourth album in  succession the 
cover  presentation  was  put  into  the 
capable  hands  of  Dean  Torrence  and,  in 
consultation  with  the  band  itself,  he 
tur ned  in  a  dec ided l y  p lea sant ,  i f 
unspectacular offering. Housed in a pastel 
peach  color  scheme,  with  the  dramatic 
encircled  image  of  a  glorious  sunset  surf 
break  as  the  only  feature  on  the  front 
cover,  the  design  oozed  pristine  quality, 
but  with  distinctly  bland  overtones. 
Legendary  surf  photographer  Warren 
Bolster supplied the picture itself, courtesy 
of  Surfer  Magazine,  and  it  was  clearly  an 
image that, despite years of trying to break 
away from, the band were now accepting 
as  the  foundation  for  their  nostalgic 

future,  and  a  true  symbolism  that  their 
rekindled  popularity  had  forced  upon 
them.  Indeed,  one  of  the  albums  few 
highlights  was  a  revisit  to  the  surfing 
sound of  years  gone by,  complete  with a 
vocal coda from one of their more popular 
surfin’  tunes.  Despite  years  of  positive 
creation and reinvention, by 1978 the band 
had come full circle... 

The one discerning factor on the front of 
the sleeve is the strange style of lettering 
that appears during the word ‘Beach’. The 
style  of  the  ‘e’  (presumably  reshaped  to 
resemble to rise of a breaking wave) is the 
unnerving  eye-catching  intervention  on 
this otherwise attractive design,  and as a 
result  sets  a  feel ing  of  unbalanced 
uncertainty over the whole package.  The 
rear  of  the  cover  adds  little  else  to  the 
concept, simply replacing the crashing curl 
of the wave with an outdated photograph 
of the band, taken by Guy Webster during 
the  January  1977  photo  shoot  in  Florida 
(from the same session that graced the rear 
o f  the  L o v e  Yo u  a lbum )  -  and  a t 
approximately 11:40am judging by the time 
showing on Carl’s watch. 
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Below: The M.I.U. campus, now known as the The Maharishi University of Management
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It’s a strange shot, with Mike seemingly 
in  conversation  with  Brian,  whilst  both 
Dennis and Carl calmly pose for the lens. 
Alan,  in the rear,  almost appearing as  an 
add-on to the frame. Quite why there was 
no current 1978 picture featured leaves one 
to only assume that the inner relationship 
amongst  the  five-piece  l ine-up  had 
deteriorated  to  such  a  level  that  they 
simply  refused  to  pose  alongside  each 
other.  Certainly,  stories  of  the  turbulent 
fighting and bickering during this period, 
both  onstage  and  offstage,  have  become 
legendary within The Beach Boys saga, to 
the extent that the division of the younger 
Wilson brothers from the meditating core 
of  the  band  was  so  apparent  that  the 
pairings  refused  to  travel  together,  and 
even  entered  the  concert  stage  from 
opposite sides. To have them simply agree 
to  attend  an  harmonious  photo  session 
together, with the sensitive soul of brother 
and  cousin  being  pulled  between  the 
warring sides,  was perhaps too abhorrent 
to consider for either party.

Credits on the outer sleeve are kept to a 
minimum,  and  apart  from  production, 
engineering,  design  and  photography 
c red i t s  the  on l y  other  exter na l 
appreciation  is  afforded,  once  again,  to 
Diane  Rovel l  (an  earlier  credit  had 
appeared on the 1968 Friends offering) for 
her  music  co -ordinat ion  -  i . e .  the 
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BORN 11 JUNE 1947 
DIED 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
(self-inflicted gunshot wound)

Recognized worldwide as one of the worlds 
premier surf photographers, Warren Bolster 
(pictured below at work) was also arguably 
the most influential skateboard 
photographer during the mid-1970s rebirth 
of the skateboarding craze.

Warren B
olster

NOTE:

To quote Dennis Wilson, when questioned 

about the M.I.U. album by the UK music 

press: 

“I don’t believe in that album... I hope that 

the karma will fuck up Mike Love’s 

meditation for ever. That album is an 

embarrassment to my life. It should self 

destruct”

All  in  all,  you  cannot  overly  fault  the 
presentation of  this  addition  to  the  ever 
increasing  Beach  Boys  catalog  -  but  it 
doesn’t  real ly  excite  you  either.  An 
observation one may also argue applies to 
the music contained inside... 
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CELEBRATION : The Mike Love spin-off project
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L.A.Good Timin’ (Wilson/Wilson)

Lady Lynda (Jardine/Altbach)

Full Sail (Wilson/Cushing-Murray)

Angel Come Home (Wilson/Cushing-Murray)

Love Surrounds Me (Wilson/Cushing-Murray)

Sumahama (Love)

Here Comes The Night (Wilson/Love)

Baby Blue (Wilson/Jakobson/Lamm)

Goin’ South (Wilson/Cushing-Murray)

Shortenin’ Bread (Trad/Arr.Wilson)

Released on CBS/Caribou Records (JZ-35752) 
March 16th 1979

Produced by Bruce Johnston, The Beach 
Boys, Jim Guercio & Curt Becher

Highest U.S. Chart Position: 100 

Album Design & Art Direction: Tony Lane 

Outer Sleeve Artwork: Gary Meyer (“The 
Beach Boys) / Jim Heimann (“L.A. Light 
Album”) / Drew Struzan (“Sumahama”) / Dave 
McMacken (“Lady Lynda”) / Steve Carver 
(“Full Sail”) / Nick Taggert (“Here Comes The 
Night”) / Howard Carriker (“Angel Come 
Home”) / Peter Green (“Good Timin’”) / Neon 
Park (“Baby Blue”) / William Stout (“Goin’ 
South”) / Mick Haggerty (“Love Surrounds 
Me”) / Lou Beach (“Shortenin’ Bread”) 

Inner Sleeve Photography: Ed Roach 

IT TAKES GOOD TIMIN’

LIGHT ALBUM 27
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  IN THE MIND OF THIS AUTHOR - and I appreciate that I do not 
speak for all here - the L.A. (Light Album) is a wonderful example of how positive, and at 
times  creative  The Beach Boys  could still  be,  even after  all  of  these  years.  The one 
sticking point that flaws the release, and it still rankles with me after 35 years since I first 
placed the vinyl on the turntable, is the inclusion of that  song. OK, so maybe Bruce 
Johnston, now back in the fold after a seven-year hiatus, WAS trying to make the group 
relevant to the then-now,  but the 10 minute and 52 second overblown monstrosity that is 



the  disco  remake  of  “Here  Comes  The 
Night” mars what could, and should have 
been, on the surface, a second Sunflower, or 
even a third Pet Sounds...  well,  maybe not 
quite  that  status,  but  a  fine,  fine  album 
none the same. Just imagine what it would 

have  sounded  like  if,  in  that  ten-minute 
space at the commencement of side two, 
we’d  have  kicked  off with  “California 
Feeling”  and  then,  possibly  “Loop  De 
Loop”, or even the Jardine opus “Lookin’ 
Down  The  Coa st /Monterey” .  Jus t 
imagine... 

After  the  lows  of  the  1977/early  1978 
M.I.U. sessions, and the subsequent public 
airings  of  the  internal  animosity  when 

there  was  the  strong  probability  of  the 
band  disintegrating  permanently,  to  pull 
this  album  out  of  the  bag,  a  result  of 
seemingly more harmonious sessions held 
at  the  Gibb  brothers  favored  Criterion 
Studios  in  Florida,  was  a  major  coup. 

Having signed a  multi-million dollar  deal 
with a  new record label,  and with Bruce 
Johnston  returning  to  the  fold  to  assist 
(initially  on  a  temporary  basis)  with 
production,  the sound flowed effortlessly. 
Just  listen  again  to  the  gorgeous  “Good 
Timin’”, the tender melancholy feel that is 
“Full Sail” (overlooking the lyrical naiveté), 
the drama that unfolds throughout “Love 
Surrounds  Me”,  or  simply  the  wonderful 
tag  on  “Lady  Lynda”  and  not  be  blown 
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away.  Accepted,  not  all  of  these  came 
about as a result of the Criterion sessions, 
and a number were already partly recorded 
beforehand, but still...

Unfortunately  however,  underneath  the 
glossy  sheen that  the  album suggests,  all 
was not quite as it seemed. It was business 
as  usual.  The  division  between  the  wild 
lifestyles  of  the Wilson brothers  and the 
clean  living  Love/Jardine  axis  was  still 
causing tension on the road, coming to a 
head a few months before these sessions 
commenced, during the early 1978 tour to 
Australia, where excessive drug use was a 
clear  chasm  between  the  parties.  In 
addition, Brian, only recently to be found 
holed  up  in  a  Los  Angeles  mental  ward, 
was  still  unwilling,  incapable  or  just 
downright  uninterested  enough  in 
maintaining his  studio production chores 
of yore, hence the hasty California-bound 
telephone call  to Bruce -  once their new 
CBS  record  company  execs  had  heard 
what Brian had initially prepared for them. 

“Gentlemen, I think I’ve been fucked...” was 
the much-quoted response from CBS head 
Walter Yetnikoff. 

Dennis,  meanwhile,  was  still  looking to 
further his solo career, a diversion that had 
kicked off magnificently the previous year 
with his wondrous Pacific Ocean Blue debut, 
although he was obviously in tune enough 

with his fellow bandmates to offer up two 
tracks from his recent solo sessions to the 
new album (“Love Surrounds Me” and the 
exquisite “Baby Blue”).  Then,  in addition 
to  all  of  this,  various  marriage  break-ups 
were also hindering the family harmonies... 

However, out of all the morass and chaos, 
arose this  delightful  album release,  proof 
that  the  group  could  sti l l  combine 
effectively  enough  to  produce  material 
worthy  of  The  Beach  Boys  brand.  How 
much of  it  was  actually  a  group  effort  is 
open  to  debate,  with  some  numbers 
reportedly  featuring  just  one  or  two 
recognizable  vocalists,  and excluding  two 
tracks pulled from the archives there were 
no  new  joint  songwriting  collaborations 
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between band members,  but  nevertheless  –  the 
album still flowed. Sadly, the media only chose to 
focus on one particular portion of the release, and 
almost  al l  attention  was  placed  upon  the 
ten-minute disco-remake of 1968’s “Here Comes 
The Night” - effectively whitewashing over many 
of  the  remaining  strong  contributions.  “Lady 
Lynda” received some notable attention when it 
achieved  a  Top  5  single  status  in  the  U.K.  but 
back  home  “Good  Timin’”  peaked  at  #40,  an 
edited  version  of  the  disco  tune  reached  #44, 
whilst  the  album  itself,  doubtless  to  the  deep 
concern of all those at CBS/Caribou, topped out 
at #100. Then, to top it all off, at one particular 
show in New York's Radio City Music Hall, where 
the  group  debuted  their  new  dance  direction, 
they were resoundly booed by the audience, and 
the song was swiftly dropped from the set. 

Upon  its  release,  L.A.  (Light  Album),  titled  in 
recognition to their homeland, and to the word 
‘light’; as in ‘the awareness of, and the presence of God, 
here  in this  world as  an ongoing,  loving reality’,  was 
packaged  in  the  type  of  presentation  that,  like 
the music within, demanded higher scrutiny than 
it probably received. 

Under the guidance of CBS art directors, Tony 
Lane  (pre v ious l y  re spons ib le  for  such 
recognizable work as Simon & Garfunkel’s Bridge 
Over  Troubled  Water)  and  Nancy  Donald,  the 
sleeve  featured  twelve  individual  pieces  of  art, 
each designated to represent one of the featured 
tracks,  or  the  band/album  title,  and  all  were 
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commissioned from some of the finest and 
promising  young  artists  from  the  Los 
Angeles  area.  Dave  McMacken  who,  a 
decade  earlier,  had  provided  The  Beach 
Boys  with  the  artwork  that  had  graced 
their  Friends  album, recalls:  “On the L.A. 
(Light Album) those guys were all my buds 
and Los Angeles was our playground. We 
all  got  called  to  Columbia  Records,  and 
when I arrived I was wondering why Drew, 
Jim, Mick and the others where all there 
with a fish bowl in the middle of the room, 
with twelve cassettes in it - a way cool way 
to assign the art! After an explanation we 
each drew our song out of the bowl and 
could even exchange or trade if we wanted. 
I got “Lady Lynda” and did it twice. The 

first lady got rejected, a very angular, tight 
L.A. lady by a pool (see page 86). Too tough 
for this group! That whole L.A. scene was 
mine and I loved it. Working on the Beach 
Boys was an honor that I embrace later in 
life. We all felt so cool and special…”

However, for Drew Struzan (“Sumahama” 
artist;  acknowledged today as  one of  the 
finest illustrators for the Hollywood movie 
industry)  the recollections remain a little 
more  vague:  “For  years  I  didn't  even 
remember  that  I  had  done  the  piece.  It 
was  a  long  time  ago  in  a  galaxy  far,  far 
away.  I  was  called  on  the  telephone  and 
asked to meet with an art  director  for  a 
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Mike contemplates over the inner sleeve images



job.  I  didn't  know who it  was nor was I 
familiar with the agency. I was so poor I 
don't  think  I  had  the  nutrit ion  to 
remember much of anything. I think they 
were  located  somewhere  on  La  Cienega 
Boulevard  in  West  Hollywood.  All  I  can 
reca l l  f rom  there  wa s  some  fog gy 
remembrance  of  doing  the  painting  and 
that is all. I don't remember the direction, 
the input, the inspiration and I don't recall 
knowing  it  was  for  The  Beach  Boys.  I 
don't  believe  I  even  saw  the  finished 
product until  years and years later,  and I 
was  a  bit  shocked to  see  it  and  to  have 
some  small  recollection  of  it  being  my 
work.  Crazy  huh?  It  was  so  small  and 
almost  40  years  ago,  and  how  many 
thousands of pieces of art later?!” 

In  addition  to  Struzan’s  work,  Martin 
Muller (aka Neon Park; “Baby Blue”)  had 
already  broken  into  the  album  cover 
art-world,  courtesy  of  his  paintings  for 
Frank Zappa (Weasels Ripped My Flesh) and 
Little  Feat  (Sailin’  Shoes),  whilst  William 
Stout (“Goin’ South”)  had worked for the 
Grateful Dead and designed various movie 
posters  (including  the  then-current  More 
American  Graffiti).  Interestingly,  no  credit 
has been officially afforded to any artist for 
the  visually  erotic  interpretation  of 
Dennis’s  “Love  Surrounds  Me”  on  the 
sleeve,  although,  in  error  there  are  two 
artists  credited  on  the  sleeve  for  “Here 

Comes The Night”. It would now appear 
than Nick Taggert was the artist for that 
particular  piece  of  work,  with  Mick 
Haggerty  being  the  man  responsible  for 
the rather risqué image on Dennis’ song (a 
fact confirmed to this author by Haggerty 
himself  during  research).  As  for  the 
stunning design for the album title itself, 
Jim Heimann was the man responsible for 
that. 

Heimann (above), a native of Los Angeles 
who, in addition to his career as a graphic 
designer and illustrator, is also an educator 
and author, and is a recipient of numerous 
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awards. He has been active in the arts for the 
past forty years, and was a faculty member at 
Loyola Marymount University, The Art Center 
School of Design, and Otis School of Design, 
where he taught for 14 years. In addition, he 
also  ser ved  as  a  consultant  for  Disney 
Imagineering and has authored ten books, on 
different aspects of American popular culture, 
design and architecture,  and lectures around 
the  world  on  these  subjects.  The  design  he 
created for The Beach Boys album sleeve is a 
per fect  example  of  the  ret rospect ive 
American-influenced  work  he  so  favors;  the 
old-time  surfers  with  their  twelve  foot 
longboards, the cartoon imagery of the girl and 
the beach ball, the vinyl record, and then, as a 
central focus, the beacon shining from atop of 
the skyscraper. 

Sitting alongside this frame on the sleeve is 
Gary Meyer’s sunset-beachside image, with the 
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‘Beach Boys’ displayed so prominently on 
the  parking  lot  billboard.  Meyer,  himself 
no stranger to public viewing of his work 
(his  acclaimed Jaws  poster  work,  and his 
impressive  design  for  Chicago’s  1979 
XIII/Street  Player  album),  was  another 
graduate  of  the  Art  Center  College  of 
Design  in  Pasadena,  alongside  Drew 
Struzan. And whilst maybe Nick Taggert’s 
“Here Comes The Night” or Peter Green’s 
“Good  Timin’”  are  not  the  strongest  of 
creations,  overall  the combination of  the 
differing twelve interpretations makes for 
an impressive array of talent... 

   For the inner sleeve, housing the record 
itself,  Tony  Lane  presented  a  series  of 
strong color photographs, all taken during 
the  preceding  months  by  Beach  Boys 
photographer  friend  and  associate  Ed 
Roach. The ten featured frames, five of the 
individual group members, are some of the 
strongest  images  to  grace  a  Beach  Boys 
album insert,  each capturing the band in 
natural  music-making  status,  including 
bass -wielding  Brian,  resplendent  in 
over-sized shades, pictured at the Omni in 
Atlanta on September 2nd 1978. It is also 
noticeable  how,  although  not  officially  a 
band member again,  Bruce Johnston also 
appears in two of the shots. The  a lbum 
credits  are  evenly  distributed around the 
inner sleeve and its interesting to see that 
none of the band members themselves are 

c red i ted  wi th  any  ins t r umenta l 
contributions,  although  Dennis  does 
receive  appropriate  string  and  horn 
arrangement  credits  for  “Baby  Blue”,  a 
re su l t  o f  h i s  own  ses s ions ,  whi l s t 
F leetwood  Mac  s inger / songwr i te r 
Christine McVie, with whom Dennis had 
recently  started  an  intense  relationship, 
also appears  amongst  the ‘special  thanks’ 
( she  a s s i s ted  wi th  back ing  voca l 
contributions  to  “Love  Surrounds  Me”, 
and  a  small  photograph  of  Dennis  later 
appeared on the inner sleeve of Fleetwood 
Mac’s  Tusk  album).  Familiar  Beach  Boys 
sidemen such as  Ed Carter  (guitar,  bass), 
Carlos  Munoz  (piano),  Bobby  Figueroa 
(drums)  and  Mike  Meros  -  misspelt  as 
'Maros'  (clavinet)  all  feature amongst the 
performers, alongside the names of Bruce 
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Johnston (keyboards) and Jim Guercio (bass). 

Also  of  note,  CBS  later  chose  to  issue  the 
album, the first time for The Beach Boys, as a 
limited edition picture disc (CRB-86081), one 
s ide  fea tur ing  the  impress i ve 
Heimann-designed logo (above), and the other 
featuring  one  selection  of  Roach’s  work. 
Housed in an alternate red outer sleeve, a full 
montage of  the twelve separate  designs  was 
pictured on the rear. 

Certainly, and despite all of the uncertainty 
within  the  group  itself  at  the  time,  the 
fighting, the personal relationships, the health 
issues,  addictions  and  abuse,  the  overall 
concept of L.A. (Light Album) contains one of 
the  most  satisfying  packages  of  the  bands 
latter-day years and, along with 
the  vinyl 
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 THE MUSICAL COLLABORATION that 
was Dennis Wilson and Christine McVie 
was, in theory, a match made in heaven 

but, like their brief relationship, was sadly 
all-too short lived and failed to bear fruit 
beyond the initial intense opening bars. 

 Rumors abound that some form of 
musical partnership was undertaken, but 

these reportedly now lay within Christine's 
own archives and memories and sadly, 
other than her angelic contributions to 

Dennis's "Love Surrounds Me", the world 
would never hear what could have been. 

I’M OUT OF MY MIND
and it’s only over you...



inside,  is  truly  awaiting  a  long  overdue 
re-evaluation  in  the  musical  stakes.  But 
just  remember,  as  you study the detailed 
images of Howard Carriker's "Angel Come 
Home" illustration, the innocence of Neon 
Park 's  "Baby  B lue" ,  or  e ven  Da ve 
McMacken’s  throwback  image  for  “Lady 
Lynda”, to program the CD player to skip 
track 7...

  

.
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UPON THE RELEASE of the album, in March 1979, the full line-up (including Bruce) chose to portray a image 
of group unity and undertook an 'official' launch together at Peaches Record Store in Hollywood, signing 
autographs for the fans and generally promoting the new recording...
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 A THING OR TWO 15

  "I CERTAINLY RECALL doing the "Goin' South" art for The Beach Boys 
record. According to the Columbia Records art department secretary I got the gig because 
she was assigned to make a list of the twelve best illustrators in Los Angeles to do the 
cover postcards and I was one of them. I was flattered but I didn't believe the flirtatious 
little  minx...  I  think  it  is  much  more  likely  that  her  boss,  the  brilliant  and  talented 
Columbia Records art director Nancy Donald, had her contact me because Nancy liked 
my work (I'd done covers for her in the past) and liked me. (As for the design itself) I liked 
the old touristy picture postcards of the 1920s and 30s and wanted my card to look like 
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recalls...

“Think I’m goin’ south for the winter, It’s gettin’ mighty cold”

WILLIAM STOUT 



something  from  the  past.  Thinking  about 
"South"  I  asked  myself  what  is  south  of 
southern  California?  My  answer:  South 
Amer ica .  I  wa s  rea l l y  in to  the 
anthropomorphic  animal  illustrator  Lawson 
Wood at  the  time.  I  identify  toucans  with 
South  America,  so  I  thought  I'd  draw  a 
picture of a Lawson Wood-ish toucan flying 
south for the winter. Shortly after it had been 
turned in  I  realized  that  my picture  didn't 
really make any kind of sense at all! Toucans 
already live in the south, so they don't have 
to  fly  south.  I  don't  think  that  they're 
migrational birds anyway! And what would a 
tropical bird be doing in the Saguaro Desert 
anyway? This was not my brightest moment 
as a problem solver. I think I just wanted to 
draw a toucan... 

I drew the image in pencil and then inked it 
using  a  crowquill  pen.  After  erasing  the 
penc i l  l ines  I  had  the  ink  drawing 
photographed  onto  a  sheet  of  transparent 
film.  Using  the  negative  from the  positive 
transparency,  some chemicals  I  have  at  my 
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Above and below: Stout work indeed...



studio  and  a  black  light,  I  made  a 
blue version of the line art, printing 
it  onto illustration board. I painted 
the  blue  line  image  with  opaque 
gouache. The clear film with the line 
art was taped across the top of the 
film positive with the positive itself 
directly  matching  the  blue  lines  of 
the painted version so that  I  could 
flip it back and forth to make sure I 
hadn't  gone  over  the  lines.  When 
finished, the cyan / magenta / yellow 
separations  could be shot  from the 
painted blue line separately from the 
black line art. This gave me cleaner color plus a crisp black line. 

I fell behind schedule on this piece. I had a trip to Seattle planned; I was a guest at a 
science  fiction  convention  up  there  and so  I 
asked  Columbia  if  they  could  extend  the 
deadline  a  bit  so  that  I  could  finish  the  art 
upon my return... they said ‘No Way’, so I had 
to bring my art materials with me up to Seattle 
and  complete  the  picture  up  there.  I  used  a 
spare desk at a friend's ad agency when I wasn't 
needed by the convention. I finished the piece 
and  FedExed  it  back  down  to  Columbia 
Records in Los Angeles, making my deadline. I 
think the art turned out fine but my concept 
leaves a lot to be desired; I didn't really think it 
through. 

At the time I was good friends with Martin 
Muller (Neon Park); we were pretty close until 
he died. I knew Lou Beach and Peter Green. I 
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was  very  familiar  with  Drew  Struzan's 
work (we since have become much better 
acquainted  and  live  not  far  from  each 
other) and knew the work of Gary Meyer , 
Jim Heimann, Dave McMacken and Mick 
Haggerty.  I've  gotten  to  know Gary  and 
Jim better over the years. I wasn't aware of 
Steve  Carver,  Nick  Taggert  or  Howard 
Carricker, although I probably recognized 
their styles when I saw them. If there was 
an 'illustrators clique', I wasn't in it. L.A. is 
too  spread  out  out  and  I  was  too  busy 
working; it was one of the most productive 
periods of my life. At that time the people 
I  hung  out  with  (when  I  had  the  time) 
were mostly underground cartoonists (like 
myself;  I  spent  a  substantial  amount  of 

time  with  George  DeCaprio,  Leo's  dad; 
George distributed all of the underground 
comics in L. A.) and musicians (I was still 
in a band).  I  was a huge Beach Boys fan 
when it wasn't considered hip to be one. I 
championed  their  work  when  no  one  in 
L.A. seemed to be listening to it. 

Two of  my most  cherished Beach Boys 
memories: I was walking down the Sunset 
Strip (which is unusual in itself; you don't 

walk down Sunset Strip; you drive) when I 
saw  a  big  guy  in  the  distance.  At  first 
glance he looked like Flo of Flo & Eddie. I 
quickly realized that it  was Brian Wilson 
with  his  brother  Dennis.  They  had  just 
purchased an old red English phone booth  
(“Isn't  it  cool?!" Brian exclaimed with glee) 
at an antiques store on the Strip and were 
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William’s controversial sleeve for this 
Beatle-related collection, notably due to 

the inclusion of Mark Chapman...

Rhino Records logo



having trouble getting it into their vehicle. I ran up to help them and together we took 
care of the job. As Brian thanked me, I turned to him and said, "I just have to thank you. 
You have no idea how important your music is to me. It has gotten me through some of 
the toughest times of my life." Brian was very sweet and gracious. "You know, hearing you 
say that makes it all worth it. Thank you." What a guy... 

Not too long after that, I found out that The Beach Boys were going to be playing at the 
Whisky A-Go-Go, and for  the first  time in  many,  many years,  Brian was  going to  be 
playing with them. There was no way I was going to miss that show. Seeing The Beach 
Boys in a tiny club?! With Brian?! I'm there!! I bought my ticket immediately. The room 
was full but not packed; it was still pretty unhip to be a Beach Boys fan in L.A. The band 
took the stage and, sure enough, there was Brian. The two drummers (Dennis and another 
guy) helped give the group a very big sound. They opened with a blast of "Darlin'". As the 
band continued its song repertoire I got angrier and angrier that they had the nerve to be 
lip-synching at a live gig. But by the fourth song I suddenly realized that they weren't 
lip-synching at all; their live vocals were THAT FUCKING PERFECT! 

The Whisky A-Go-Go was a very spiritually dark place. There was always an air of evil 
and nastiness, sometimes heavy, sometimes slight, pervading the club no matter who was 
playing there. Perhaps it was the Mafia connections. But that night was the one night in 
the hundreds of shows that I saw at the Whisky that the pervasive negative atmosphere 
was absent. The night The Beach Boys played was the only night I've ever been to the 
Whisky A-Go-Go when the club was filled from floor to rafters with good vibrations..." 
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L.A.
A THING OR TWO 16

A Tribute 
to some of the great L.A. artists of the era.

Lou Beach, Howard Carriker, Mick Haggerty, 
Jim Heimann, Dave McMacken, Gary Meyer, 
Martin Muller (Neon Park), William Stout

 & Drew Struzan

art

Designs by Drew Struzan, Neon Park, Gary Meyer, Mick Haggerty and William Stout
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Designs & artwork by Lou Beach, Howard Carriker, Dave McMacken, Mick Haggerty, Neon Park and Jim Heimann
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Movie poster designs by Gary Meyer, Drew Struzan, Dave McMacken 
and William Stout
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Frank Zappa movie poster by Dave McMacken, along with McMacken’s original design for 
‘Lady Lynda’, rejected by The Beach Boys and later utilized in promotion for ‘Heaven’, a Los 

Angeles retro-diner and retail outlet. Note the featured use of Dave Willardson’s 
artwork for ‘Carl & The Passions’ subtly included!
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K E E P I N ’  T H E  S U M M E R  A L I V E
28

Keepin’ The Summer Alive (Wilson/Bachman)

Oh, Darlin’ (Wilson/Love)

Some Of Your Love (Wilson/Love) 

Livin’ With A Heartache (Wilson/Bachman)

School Days (Ring! Ring! Goes The Bell) (Berry) 

Goin’ On (Wilson/Love) 

Sunshine (Wilson/Love)

When Girls Get Together (Wilson/Love) 

Santa Ana Winds (Wilson/Jardine) 

Endless Harmony (Johnston) 

Released on CBS/Caribou 
Records (JZ-36293) 

March 17th 1980 

Produced by Bruce Johnston

Highest U.S. Chart Position: 75

 Art Direction: Tony Lane
 
Illustration: John Alvin

 
Inner Photography: Gary 

Nichamin / Boom! Graphics 



THE 1980 BEACH BOYS ALBUM, Keepin’ The Summer Alive, is notable 
for a couple of reasons. Firstly, it marked the dawn of a new Beach Boys decade, their third 
as a collective unit, ushering them in to the 1980’s. Secondly, it was also the last album that 
the group was to issue for a further five years, a period that really saw them establish 
themselves on the ‘nostalgia’ circuit, and one that subsequently saw them (reluctantly to 
some) give up their creative being. Subsequent releases would still contain new, and often 
enjoyable recordings, but they were very much in a stylized Beach Boy-mold, and could 
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never be taken for anything else. At least 
with  Keepin’  The  Summer  Alive ,  with 
creative  juices  still  flowing  (albeit  at  a 
slower   pace),  the  band  tried  one  more 
time  at  a  positive  release.  It’s  just  that, 
sadly, very few were really that interested 
anymore. 

Originally  promoted under  the  working 
title  of  Cousins,  Friends  & Brothers,  after  a 
l yr ic  in  the  Br uce  Johnston  bal lad 
(“Endless Harmony”), this was the second 
album  to  issued  under  the  new  CBS 
recording  contract,  and  one  that  was 
hastily  requested  by  the  studio  execs  in 
order to make up for the lack of notable 
sales that the preceding L.A. (Light Album) 
had achieved. It was also the second album 
in  succession  that  the  production  reins 
were  handed  over  to  returning  member, 
Bruce Johnston. Attempts had been made 
to  encourage  Brian  Wilson  to  step  back 
into  the  role  once  more,  and  a  bizarre 
attempt  at  recording  under  his  guidance 
had been attempted at Western Studios in 
Hollywood,  whereupon  all  the  original 
L.A.  session  players  from  the  ‘old  days’ 
were once again recruited, and an old 60’s 
style  console  was  installed  to  help  Brian 
feel  at  ease,  but  these  sessions  proved 
short-lived  before  Brian’s  attentions 
wavered,  with  but  a  few  tracks  nearing 
completion.  Subsequently,  with  Bruce 
again at the helm, studio time was booked 

in  va r ious  locat ions ,  and  ba s ic 
instrumental  tracks  were  either  freshly 
recorded, or resurrected from the archives, 
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and  the  band  set  about  recording  the 
vocals to a new selection of tunes. 

This time around however, there was one 
notable  exception...  Dennis  Wilson  was 
virtually  absent  from  the  proceedings. 
With his lifestyle spiraling out of control, 
and the bands patience with him growing 
ever   thinner,  his  lack of  involvement in 
the final   product is  one reason why the 
album appears lacking. L.A. (Light Album) 
had proved so successful, musically, simply 
by  the added dimension that Dennis had  
brought to the group, but by 1980 he was 
becoming increasingly out of control much 
o f  the  t ime ,  and  h i s  a t tempts  a t 
reintroducing  himself  into  the  line-up 
were  becoming  too  intermittent  and  too 
unpredictable. With the exception of two 
brief  occasions  (on  Bruce's  “Endless 

Harmony”  and  the 
still-unreleased  “Johnny 
B Goode”), the majority 
o f  the  ses s ions 
commenced  without 
him... 

For  some  of  the 
recording process a film 
crew  accompanied  the 
band,  recording  the 
album  as  it  progressed 
towards completion (the 
film eventually aired on 

the U.S.  Goin’  Platinum  television special) 
but ultimately,  it  all  fell  on partially  deaf 
ears, as the groups hard-earned results met 
with a meagre six-week run on the charts, 
a l though  i t  d id  impro ve  on  the 
performance  of  L.A.  (Light  Album),  by 
reaching #75, although that in turn hardly 
justified the initial faith that CBS Records 
had placed in them... 

Under  the  guidance once again  of  CBS 
Art  Director,  Tony  Lane,  the  job  of 
creating The Beach Boys album cover art 
for  Keepin’  the  Summer  Alive  was  given to 
John Alvin,  a graduate of the Art Center 
College of Design in Los Angeles, and the 
approach  came  through  to  him,  via  his 
agent at the time, John Steinberg, who in 
turn had been approached by the agency 
producing the album. During that late 70’s 
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period Alvin was just getting started on his 
career. He’d had some initial success after 
creating  the  ad  campaign  for  the  Mel 
Brooks’  film Blazing  Saddles,  and had just 
taken  part  in  the  National  Gallery’s 
exhibition, The American Poster, but this job 
came  along,  so  instead  of  going  on  an 
intended skiing vacation (his first ever trip) 
with his best friend, sculptor Larry Noble, 
he took the proposed job. 

The  original  painting  for  Keepin’  The 
Summer  Alive  was  about  1.5  times  larger 
than  the  image  that  eventually  appeared 
on the album cover itself (taking up both 
front  and  back),  approximately  18”x36”, 
and  was  under-painted  in  acrylic  and 
finished in oil paint, on a canvas base. In 
those days the commissioning agency kept 
the  artwork and sadly,  Alvin  has  no idea 
where  it  may  have  eventually  gone, 
although when questioned by this author 
he did clearly recall creating the artwork. 
However, the actual idea for the featured 
scenario,  the  six-man  band  (with  Bruce 
back in the line-up) performing under the 
g l a s s  dome  in  the  midst  o f  an 
Arctic/Antarctic  snow  scene,  appears  to 
have been inspired by the initiating agency, 
and John has no specific recollection today 
with regards to this particular set-up. Does 
it  work?  Is  it  a  successful,  and  credible 
concept for, what can really be termed as, 
a  ‘soft-progressive-rock’  band  ?  Possibly 
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not,  for  the  actual  idea  itself  is  purely 
ludicrous,  but  the  overall  presentation 
does maintains a certain innocent charm... 

Today, Alvin is one of America’s leading 
illustrators  within  the  movie  industry, 
having  created  more  than  150  f i lm 
campaigns over the past 35 years for New 
Line  Cinema ,  War ner  Bros . 
Entertainment,  Disney  Studios  and 
Lucasfilm  Ltd.,  including  E.T.,  The  Lion 
King, Jurassic Park and many special works 
for  the  Star  Wars  series,  but  back  in 
1979/1980  he  was  touting  for  work 
alongside the many other artists who had 
graced the sleeve of the previous album.
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The Dean Torrence-designed ‘Beach Boys’ 
logo makes an overdue reappearance at the 
top of the sleeve, notably in sparse outline 
form as opposed to the original neon effect, 
whilst  the album title  and track selection 
(albeit  out  of  sequence  for  annoyingly 
unclear  reasons )  are  the  only  other 
additions  to  Alvin’s  work.  Indeed,  the 
design was clearly being emphasized on the 
painting  itself,  with  little  in  the  way  of 
distraction, although the eye is more than 
often drawn towards the edge of the image, 
whereupon  a  bikini  clad  girl  sits  upon  a 
towel bearing the words ‘Beach Boys World 
Tour  1980’ ,  a  rather  strange  act  of 
self-promotion  for  an  album  sleeve,  and 
unfortunately that alone proves to be more 
of  a  distraction  that  was  surely  intended. 
Another  case  of  the  ludicrous  charm one 
would  suppose.  In  addition  to  the  actual 
sleeve design, CBS also chose to include an 
insert into the package as well (probably a 
cheaper  option  than  the  full  inner  sleeve 
that  featured  on  the  previous  release), 
adorned  with  a  series  of  black  and  white 
photographs  of  the  recording  sessions  – 
w i th  the  added  inc lus ion  o f  two 
photographs featuring Dennis, one pictured 
behind his drum kit,  the other in concert 
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alongside  Bruce,  acknowledgement  to  Beach  Boys 
fans around the world as to his acceptance as a true 
member of the band. 

Of the remaining seventeen pictures, all captured on 
film  by  rock  photographer  Gar y  Nichamin 
(1943-2003),  who  had  photographed  the  band  a 
number of times on film during the 1970’s, there are 
no particularly revealing shots, no posing just for the 
lens, just a collection of candid studio snaps, showing 
the  remaining  five  members  huddled  around 
microphones, working out a melody on the piano or, 
in  Alan’s  case,  grabbing  a  quick  forty  winks  in  the 
barn  at  his  own  studio  set-up  in  Big  Sur  (where  a 
number of the sessions were held). Then, to counter 
balance the many images on display, there is a detailed 
credit listing, with full musician credits (noting all five 
performing members of the band, minus Mike, and 
other  notable  names  including  Ricky  Fataar,  Ricci 
Martin,  Daryl  Dragon,  Joe  Walsh,  Steve  Douglas, 
Mike Meros - and a young drummer by the name of 
Scott Mathews,  touted around the press during the 
following months as a permanent replacement for the 
errant  Dennis ) ,  a long  with  the  engineering 
acknowledgements to former associates Steve Desper 
and Chuck Britz, both names from past days of glory 
and given due credit on the album (note: at least one 
of  the  featured  songs  pulled  from  the  archives 
harkened back to the recording sessions of November 
1969). Finally, the notes also feature a confusing list of 
technical  specifications  (mumbo-jumbo  to  the 
ord inar y  l ayman )  which  may  seem  a  touch 
unnecessary,  but to the interested parties  out there 
who understand exactly what a Neve console in class 
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Getcha Back (Love/Melcher)
It’s Gettin’ Late (Wilson/Smith-Schilling/White-Johnson) 

Crack At Your Love (Wilson/Jardine/Landy)
Maybe I Don’t Know (Wilson/Smith-Schilling/Levine/Lindsey)

She Believes In Love Again (Johnston)
California Calling (Jardine/Wilson) 

Passing Friend (O’Dowd/Hay)
I’m So Lonely (Wilson/Landy) 

Where I Belong (Wilson/White-Johnson)
I Do Love You (Wonder)

 It’s Just A Matter Of Time (Wilson/Landy) 

CD Bonus Track: 
Male Ego (Wilson/Love/Landy) 

29
Released on CBS/Caribou 
Records (ZK-39946) May 1985

Produced by Steve Levine

Highest U.S. Chart Position: 52

Art Direction: Tony Lane 
& Nancy Donald 

Photography: Harry Langdon 



THE 1980's WERE BARREN TIMES  for The Beach Boys and the 
legions of worldwide fans that had continued to follow their recording career so loyally 
throughout the years. 

After the relatively disappointing response to the Keepin’  The Summer Alive  album the 
band had journeyed to the U.K., where they headlined the prestigious Knebworth Festival; 
a poignant moment in Beach Boys history as the event (filmed and recorded for future 
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release)  would be the final time 
that  a l l  s ix  band  members 
journeyed together to one of the 
most  loya l  o f  suppor t ing 
markets. 

Carl Wilson would temporarily 
leave  the  band  the  following 
year,  issuing  two  solo  albums 
during his  absence,  whilst  Mike 
Love  would  also  release  (at  a 
third  attempt)  his  debut  solo 
offering.  Then,  in  1982,  brother 
Brian would be ‘sacked’ from the 
band for  a  period of  time,  in  a 
bold attempt to get his wayward 
lifestyle back on track (one that 
would  see  the  return  of  his 
former  therapist,  Dr  Eugene 
Landy)...  but  all  of  this  would 
pale into insignificance following 
the  tragic  turn  of  events  that 
took  place  during  the  final 
month  of  1983  when  middle 
Wilson brother, Dennis, his own 
lifestyle and health at virtual rock bottom, 
dove into the icy waters at Marina Del Ray 
in Los Angeles. He didn’t resurface... 

Between  1980  and  1985  only  one  ‘new’ 
recording  credited  to  The  Beach  Boys 
name would appear, despite a 1982 attempt 
at  negotiating  with  producers  for  a  new 
collection. This one solitary offering was a 

version  of  the  old  Mamas  &  Papas  hit 
from  1966;  “California  Dreamin’”,  that 
appeared  on  a  Mike  Love-instigated 
cassette collection entitled Rock ‘n’ Roll City 
– and it appeared at that stage that their 
status  as  successful  recording  artists  had 
reached  an  unsatisfactory  conclusion 
(although  1981  had  seen  the  astonishing 
Billboard  Top  20  chart  success  of  the 
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‘Beach Boys Medley’ – an ad-hoc montage 
of  various  ‘hit  excerpts’  edited  together). 
However,  for  The  Beach  Boys  as  a 
performing act, in their homeland, things 
couldn’t have been going more differently. 

As  regular  v i s i tors  to  the  annual 
Washington  4th  of  July  concerts  in  the 
nations capitol, sometime with, sometimes 
without Brian Wilson, the band attracted 
vast audiences to their shows, now viewed 
as a nostalgic journey back in time to their 
ha lcyon  days  of  1960’s  h i tmaking . 
Sixty-to-ninety  minutes  of  cherished 
memories and fun, fun, fun. Re-christened 
amongst  these  enormous  crowd-pulling 
events as ‘America’s Band’, and courted by 
supporters  no greater  than the President 

himself,  The  Beach  Boys  were  now  the 
ultimate  tribute  band  to  happier  times. 
Their  artistic  inclinations  were  put  back 
into  the  tour ing  c ra tes  and  the 
sum-sum-summertime  fun  flowed.  With 
Carl  back  in  the  line-up,  and  Bruce 
re-established (albeit unofficially) as a band 
member,  their  live  persona  in  the  public 
eye  couldn’t  have  been  stronger  and  so 
surely it was only a matter of time before 
they  attempted  to  capitalize  on  this  
second  resurgence  with  new  studio 
material. 

Subsequently, May 1985 saw a brand new 
single release, produced by the U.K.-based 
flavor-of-the-month,  studio-wizard,  Steve 
Levine, the man partly responsible for the 
phenomenal  worldwide  success  and 
pop-superstardom  of  Boy  George  & 
Culture  Club.  From the  opening  Dennis 
Wilson-influence  of  the  pounding  drum 
track, “Getcha Back” was pure Beach Boys 
- the harmony drenched sound, the wailing 
falsetto,  the  dumb  summertime  lyrical 
naiveté - and, most notably, a Top 30 hit. 
The  a lbum  that  fo l lowed  shor t l y 
afterwards, entitled simply The Beach Boys 
(but often referred to amongst aficionados 
as ‘Beach Boys 1985’), was again sublimely 
polished by Steve Levine and his  endless 
bank  of  synthesizers  and  electronic 
gizmos, and it achieved a similar reception, 
peaking just outside the Top 50. It was a 
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(Below) Rare outtake from the 1985 photo shoot



welcome and somewhat surprising return 
for the band, but the collection of songs 
that  were  featured,  suggested  a  group 
unsure  of  their  true  musical  directions. 
Should they concentrate on mimicking the 
hits  and  sounds  of  yore,  a  formulated 
caricature  of  what  the  public  expected? 
Listen  to  “Getcha  Back”  or  “California 
Calling” and decide...  or should they rely 
once  again  on  Brian’s  whimsical,  yet 
uncertain musical explorations and deliver 
the quality of “I’m So Lonely”, “Male Ego” 
and  “It’s  Just  A Matter  Of  Time”?  Then 
again, were Carl Wilson’s more formulated 
‘rock’ progressions (“It’s Gettin’ Late” and 
“Maybe  I  Don’t  Know” )  the  r ight 
direction?  Or  should  they  capitalize  on 
current  trends  and  rely  on  modern 
songwriters and current studio technology 
in  the  mold  of  Boy  George  (“Passing 
Friend”)? Think “Here Comes The Night” 
once more before you stay too long with 
that thought... 

Despite the uncertainties that prevailed 
throughout  the  actual  recordings  one 
cannot deny that CBS threw one last bag 
of $$$ at promoting the release, perhaps in 
a final attempt at recouping some of their 
earlier  misplaced  faith.  An  expensive 
promotional video was shot for the initial 
single  launch,  and  the  album  itself  was 
packaged  with  a  glossy  color  cover  and 

inner  sleeve.  Just  perhaps  there  was  still 
some mileage in the ol’ surfin’ woodie yet. 

The  front  of  the  album  cover  was  a 
simple affair. Dominated by an uncredited 
artwork,  featuring  an  array  of  sand,  surf 
and palm trees, the design fell once again 
under the direction of CBS Directors Tony 
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Lane  (who sadly  passed  away  during  2016, 
whilst the update of this project was nearing 
completion,  thus  thwarting  attempts  to 
interview him) and Nancy Donald. The extra 
large print of the words “Beach Boys” stand 
out boldly against the plain white backdrop - 
possibly  a  deciding  factor  in  this  decision 
was that the album simultaneously appeared 
as the first all-new Beach Boys compact disc, 
thus demanding a smaller sized cover -  and 
yet the immediate focus for the eye is drawn 
towards  the  painting  actually  inside  the 
lettering. The disjointed image of a tropical 
coastline  appears  within  the  individual 
letters  themselves  and,  whilst  it ’s  an 
ingenious concept,  the actual  reality of  the 
design falls way short of the mark, due in no 
doubt to the positioning of the painting. The 
last  four letters of  the word ‘Beach’  simply 
appear  to  be a  mixture  of  brown and gold 
coloring,  with no clear  definition as  to the 
symbolism, and it’s only with the sea and surf 
breaking  in  the  letters  below  that  the 
artwork  starts  to  succeed  in  its  task.  If 
anything,  the  actual  concept  worked  far 
better when the idea was originally utilized 
for the earlier picture sleeve of the “Getcha 
Back” 45rpm release,  whereupon the image 
was  shifted  upwards  slightly  and  the  blue 
coloring  of  the  sea  featured  within  the 
lettering at the top. Likewise, for the second 
U.S.  single  taken off the  album,  Carl’s  “It’s 
Gettin’ Late” (strangely supported with “It’s 
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OK’  from 1976),  the  design  was  re-used 
once  again,  even  more  successfully  this 
time,  with an alternate piece of  artwork, 
featuring  the  flowering  red  bloom  of 
tropical  flora  against  the  white  crests  of 
the breaking surf.  But indeed, by then it 
was  certainly  getting  too  late,  and  when 
the  third  single  appeared  in  the  record 
stores of America the idea had been used 
to  it’s  limit  and  a  weak,  nondescript 
package graced the cover for Bruce’s “She 
Believes  In Love Again”  instead (notably, 
the U.K. chose to issue “Passing Friend” as 
the second single, but that appeared in a 

photographic  cover,  as  did  a  Dutch 
release of “It’s Gettin’ Late”). 

For  the  reverse  of  the  sleeve  the 
Lane/Donald  par tnership  a ga in 
focussed  heavily  on  the  simplistic, 
choosing  to  rely  on  a  predominantly 
white  canvas,  with  a  clean  color 
photograph of  the  five-piece  band as 
the  central  image.  Additional  details 
are  sparse,  with  a  track listing  and a 
fe w  add i t iona l  c red i t s  for 
management,  production  and  design 
listed  to  the  right  of  the  sleeve.  In 
addition, a touching dedication to the 
late  Dennis  Wilson  appears,  tidily 

squared off from the remaining text. 

The  featured  picture,  taken  during  a 
session with celebrity photographer Harry 
Langdon, is a decidedly high quality image, 
with all group members seemingly relaxed 
and  smiling,  although  it  must  be  noted 
that  Mike’s  choice  of  headwear  and 
sweater offers up a decidedly middle-aged, 
fatherly  image,  a  fact  that  even  Bruce’s 
alarming  Hawaiian  shirt,  or  Brian’s  satin 
sky -blue  j acket  cannot  e rad icate . 
Interestingly, the photograph also appears 
unnecessarily  cropped  at  the  bottom, 
making  an  uneven  balance  against  the 
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space  above  the  band  –  although  an 
outtake from the shoot suggests that the 
bands choice of comfortable foot and sock 
wear hardly suggested ‘cool’... 

The  inner  sleeve  contains  a  full  set  of 
lyrics  for  each  track,  and  musician  and 
songwriting credits (including the notable 
and  ominous  presence  of  Eugene  E. 
Landy)  alongside  additional  production 
credits, clearly highlighting the dominance 
over the project by British tech-geek Steve 
Levine. There are an awful lot of familiar 
English  names  scattered  throughout,  and 
the inclusion of such musicians as Graham 
Broad,  Roy  Hay,  and  Julian  Lindsay  (all 
sidekicks  of  Steve  Levine’s  Culture  Club 

sessions),  along  with  legendary  U.K. 
axeman Gary Moore, suggest that most, if 
not all the instrumentation was created at 
Levine’s Red Bus studios in London. 

Finally,  it  is  worthy  of  note  that  four 
additional pictures are also featured on the 
inner sleeve; although the origin of these is 
somewhat open to speculative suggestions. 
Apparently,  the  four  black  and  white 
snapshots,  featuring  various  members  of 
the  general  public  (see  below)  were  the 
results  of  a  Keepin’  The  Summer  Alive 
photograph  competition,  and  all  bear 
some  relevance  to  the  ‘Beach  Boys’,  or 

summer in general. Just where the contest 
originates from is unclear thirty-plus years 
down the line, but one assumes that CBS 
held  a  Beach  Boys  promotion  at  some 
stage, possibly even during the Keepin’ The 
Summer  Alive  launch...  although  did  all 
participants  truly  expect  to  have to  wait 
FIVE YEARS before the next album ? 

Left: Bruce smiles for Landon’s camera...
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Harry Langdon (above) and 
some of the stars who have 
sat, and stood before his lens



Still Cruisin’ (Melcher/Love)

Somewhere Near Japan (Phillips/Melcher/Love/Johnston) 

Island Girl (Jardine)

In My Car (Wilson/Landy/Morgan)

Kokomo (Phillips/Love/Melcher/McKenzie)

Wipe Out (Berryhill/Connolly/Fuller/Wilson)

Make It Big (Melcher/House/Love)

I Get Around (Wilson/Love)

Wouldn’t It Be Nice (Wilson/Asher/Love)

California Girls (Wilson/Love)
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 AFTER ALL OF THESE YEARSStill Cruisin’

30
Released on Capitol Records (C1-92639) 
August 1989 

Produced by Terry Melcher, Brian Wilson, 
Eugene E Landy, Albert Carbera, Tony 
Moran & Alan Jardine

Highest U.S. Chart Position: 46

Album Design: DZN: The Design Group 

Art Direction: Tommy Steele

Illustration: Tom Utley 
 



A FURTHER FOUR YEARS  down the  line;  Mike  Love  has  assumed 
virtual control of the band and, perhaps surprisingly, another new Beach Boys album has 
appeared in the record store racks. And a HIT album to boot although, in truth, it was 
kinda... a nearly new album. Sort of. But it was a hit album nonetheless...
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This  particular  release  was  made  up  of 
five  relatively  new  recordings,  two 
surprising  hit  singles  from the  past  two 
years, and then filled out with three classic 
moments  from Beach  Boys  history,  with 
the link between the recordings,  and the 
relevance between old and new, was that a 
number of the songs (apparently) appeared 
during various film soundtracks, and that, 
according to EMI/Capitol; with whom the 
band had once again signed a short-term 
agreement  with,  was  reason  enough  to 
compile  such  a  half-hearted  release.  To 
many  followers,  the  inclusion  of  “I  Get 
Around”, “California Girls” and “Wouldn’t 
It  Be  Nice”  was  a  seemingly  pointless 
exercise,  and  was  using  up  valuable 
vinyl/cassette/CD space for what perhaps 
could  been  taken  up  by  further  new 
recordings,  or  maybe  even  recent  band 
songs that HAD actually appeared on the 
big screen  - “It’s A Beautiful Day” (1979), 
“Chasin’  The  Sky”  (1984)  or  “Happy 
Endings”  (1987).  And  this  phase  wasn’t 
something  that  would  simply  end  there 
either, as their lively 1990 contribution to 
the film Problem Child would testify...

Cer ta in l y,  the  band  wa s  showing 
occasional  (if  somewhat  erratic)  signs  of 
renewing recording activities again, albeit 
now without  Dennis  or  Brian  (who had 
branched away from the group to embark 
on  h i s  Landy - l ed  so lo  career )  but 

ne ver the le s s ,  the  aforement ioned 
‘soundtrack’  ploy was  actively  utilized by 
Capitol  for  this  particular  album,  mainly 
on the back of the astonishing success of 
the  1988  U.S.  #1  chart  smash  “Kokomo” 
(from  the  film  soundtrack  to  the  Tom 
Cruise  movie  Cocktail),  and  it  received 
strong  enough  sales  to  justify  Capitol’s 
faith in the project, achieving gold status 
upon  release  (the  first  time  for  a  new 
Beach  Boys  a lbum  s ince  the  1976 
appearance of 15 Big Ones).  And how that 
must have hurt the watching executives at 
CBS, with whom the band had attempted, 
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and  failed,  to  achieve  credible  chart 
placings... 

Although  former  driving  force  behind 
the group, Brian Wilson, was no longer an 

regular  part  of  the  line-up,  his  presence 
can  be  heard  throughout  the  release, 
supplying  background  vocals  to  both 
“Wipe Out” (a duet with Brooklyn-rappers 
The Fat Boys) and “Make It Big” (the latter 
taken  from the  film Troop  Beverly  Hills), 
whilst also adding harmonies to the intro 
of  "Island  Girl”  (one  of  the  non-movie 
related inclusions).  However,  the ongoing 
scam to make it appear that Brian was still 
an  essential  part  of  the  group  was  fully 
employed via his solo contribution; “In My 
Car”  (with  additional  vocals  overdubbed 
by Alan and Carl  to make it  appear as  a 
Beach Boys recording)... 

Of  the  remaining  newer  cuts,  most  are 
actually  extremely  pleasing on the ear,  if 
somewhat unconvincing in the rock ‘n’ roll 
stakes, with Jardine’s “Island Girl” and the 
Love/Johnston/Melcher  collaboration 
(initially conceived by ‘Papa’ John Phillips) 
“Somewhere Near Japan” resulting in some 
of  the  most  polished  group  efforts  from 
the past decade, but the overall feel of the 
project is that of an enforced compilation, 
and not one of a more unified collection or 
a totally new offering.

The sleeve package hardly assists either, 
with some strictly non-informative sleeve 
notes  on  the  rear  (written  by  one  Del 
Porter;  presumably  NOT the  very  same 
who had  worked alongside Glenn Miller 
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The platinum selling single that inspired the 
1989 ‘movie-related ’ album



and Ethel  Merman)  only  further  highlighting  the 
confusing concept of the package. Exactly who was 
the album aimed at, we ask?

The  actual  layout  itself  was  overseen  by 
Capitol’s  Grammy  award  winning  Art  Director, 
Tommy Steele, a home-grown California surfer, no 
less,  and the design and concept was initiated by 
DZN; The Design Group, a company that has, over 
the  recent  years,  come  into  our  homes  via  the 
artwork for such artists as Sheryl Crow and Sting, 
or via movie projects for the Harry Potter franchise, 
Tomb Raider or the all encompassing BVHE/Disney 
Corporation;  which  makes  it  al l  the  more 
frustrating  that,  overall,  it’s  such  a  weakly 
combined effort. 

The  front  sleeve  is  dominated  by  the  red 
auto-influenced  design/logo  of  Tom  Utley’s 
i l lustration,  with  the  retro  chrome-plated 
suggestion of the album title, the air-intakes on the 
hood,  the  checkered  flag...  but  that’s  where  the 
package design starts and ends. It's all too obvious. 
There is seemingly no more thought gone into the 
artwork  beyond  that.  A few  other  examples  of 
Utley’s  design  work  can  be  located  within  the 
industry,  and  this  is  perhaps  one  of  his  better 
works, but the simple fact that the entire design for 
this  release  revolves  around  one  illustration  is 
slightly  bemusing.  Accepted,  we have  a  few faint 
palm trees over-layered on the rear of the cover, but 
one is  left  with the assumption that,  just  maybe, 
Capitol weren’t prepared to quite lay out the same 
expenses that their predecessors over at CBS were. 
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No photographic  sessions,  no inserts,  no 
unnecessary  outlay,  just  straight  forward 
profit margin - and after all of these years 
everybody,  it  seems,  was  still  on 

cruise control... 
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JUMP IN MY HOT-ROD AND DO IT AGAIN...

Above: U.K. and Japanese 45 releases of the title track, and accompanying sheet music...

Above: The 1989 “Still Cruisin’” tour hits Europe...
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A THING OR TWO 17

ONE FOR THE BOYS
 DATELINE; LATE 1988, and whilst the Beach Boys were contemplating such recent 
successes as a #1 Billboard single, their first for over 20 years, former creative mastermind 
for the band, brother and cousin Brian Wilson, was mulling over the relative success/failure of 
his debut solo album, simply titled ‘Brian Wilson’. Recorded under the dubious guidance of his 
doctor, therapist, mentor and... ahem... musical ‘partner’, one Eugene E Landy, the album 
contained a number of critical successes, and was accepted almost universally by fans and 
music critics alike.
 Maybe the overall chart success (a meagre #54) didn’t quite meet the hype that had 
preceded the release, or maybe the world expected too much from the now fragile musician... 
or maybe Brian simply wasn’t in control of the project enough to add that certain amount of 
Wilson-magic that he had so liberally sprinkled over his earlier works with his family and 
friends. Maybe... whatever... but at least Warner Brothers/Sire Records, the label who had 
taken Brian under their large collective wing, had made a statement about the return of the 
‘musical genius’ through extensive media coverage and publicity. In addition, they packaged 
the release in a very artistic style, under the direction of Jeri Heiden and SMOG Designs, and 
featuring photography by Kam Hinatsu.       
 It was certainly... one in the eye for the boys.
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31
Released on Brother Entertainment 
(BBR 727-2) August 1992 

Produced by Terry Melcher
 
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 
Did not chart 

Art Direction: 
Spencer Drate / Jutka Salavetz
 
Artwork : Robert Lyn Nelson
 
Additional Design: Dean O 
Torrence / Surf City Visual Arts 
Company 

SUMMER IN 
PARADISE

HEY EVERYBODY, WOULDN’T IT BE NICE
IF WE COULD BRING BACK SUMMER

Hot Fun In The Summertime (Stewart) 
Surfin’ (Wilson/Love)

 Summer Of Love (Love/Melcher)
Island Fever (Melcher/Love)

Still Surfin’ (Love/Melcher) 
Slow Summer Dancin’ (One Summer Night) (Johnston/Webb) 

Strange Things Happen (Melcher/Love)
Remember “Walking In The Sand” (Morton) 

Lahaina Aloha (Melcher/Love) 
Under The Boardwalk (Resnick/Young)

Summer In Paradise (Love/Melcher/Fall) 
Forever (Wilson/Jakobson) 



  SUMMER IN PARADISE... three simple words that. more often than not,  
would make the hardiest, carbuncled surfer consider throwing himself straight into the 
white water in despair. A Beach Boys album that, for the majority of seasoned followers, 
reached a new low in musical creativity. A Mike Love-inspired collection that plumbed 
new depths in banal naiveté... 

Then again, for a small minority of fans and collectors, this author included, it was an 
album that, whilst on a different level from the Wilson-inspired halcyon days of yesteryear, 
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was  an  enjoyable  enough  and  clinically 
well-produced run through of Beach Boys 
pastiche. Not to be taken too seriously in 
comparison  with  the  bands  better  days, 
but  wa s  a  rea sonab le  enough 
representation of their current-standing in 
all  things  related.  If  you  accepted  The 
Beach Boys  with  Mike  Love  now as  the 
driving force (albeit in a lower gear) then 
this could be accepted for its worth... but 
therein  lies  the  question.  Was  the  band 
that  Mike  drove  really  The  Beach  Boys? 
Mike was driving the buggy, and Carl, Alan 
and Bruce were still on board, just about, 

but just  take a  glance at  the songwriting 
credits and decide... 

Musically,  there  are  some  relatively 
acceptable  moments  featured  upon  the 
shiny  new  disc.  Gone  were  the  days  of 
releasing  new  Beach  Boys  music  on  a 
twelve-inch slab of black vinyl, Summer In 
Paradise  was  the  first  all-new  album  to 
appear solely on CD in the west, and the 
Terry Melcher production sounded clearer 
for  it.  Highlights  such  as  “Still  Surfin’”, 
“Strange  Things  Happen”,  and  the 
wonderful  “Lahaina  Aloha”,  full  of  high 
falsetto,  deep  bass,  and  resonating 
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harmony,  make  i t  a  so  much  more 
enjoyable  offering,  providing  you  can 
accept the lyrical shortcomings of Mike’s 
visionary  imagination,  although  the 
average mediocrity that creeps throughout 

the  rhythms  of  “Summer  Of  Love”  and 
“Slow  Summer  Dancin’  (One  Summer 
Night)”  ensures  that  the  release  never 
achieves the potential that the band could 
still  deliver had they seriously committed 
themselves to the job. 

Nevertheless,  good or bad, enjoyable or 
embarrassing, the album fared disastrously 
on the market, failing completely to touch 
the  chart  l i st ings  and,  despite  the 
additional  promotional  push  of  issuing 

“Hot  Fun  In  The  Summertime”  to  the 
rad io  s ta t ions ,  the  a lbum  swi f t l y 
disappeared into obscurity.  However,  one 
year later, and all too aware of the failure 
in  their  homeland,  the  group  re-issued 

Summer In Paradise into the loyal market of 
the  U.K.,  with  five  of  the  tracks  partly 
re-recorded  and/or  remixed  -  where  it 
subsequently followed a similar disastrous 
fate. 

Despite  the  clear  division  within  the 
musical  discussions  surrounding  the 
release, nearly all concerned are united on 
one front; the packaging. The original U.S. 
design  was,  without  doubt,  one  of  the 
finest  to  grace  a  Beach  Boys  release  for 
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I can't wait til summer, ‘cause it's gonna be a summer of love 



many  a  year,  perfectly  putting  into 
perspective  the  bands  standing  on 
environmental  and  ecological  issues  and 
world  harmony.  Lavishly  presented  in  a 
clip-open,  gatefold CD casing,  with each 
side  featuring  the  awe-inspiring  tropical 
artwork  of  Robert  Lyn  Nelson,  one  can 
only  imagine how the album would have 
been  accepted  had  the  music  inside 
matched the quality outside. 

Nelson  (right)  is  recognized  as  the 
founder of the ‘two worlds’ school of art, 
blending the images above and below the 
oceans into one project, and is celebrated 
internationally  for  his  achievements  and 
innovations  in  that  particular  genre.  As 
well  as  various  members  of  The  Beach 
Boys  adding  the  paintings  of  Nelson  to 
their collections, other notable names such 
as Jack Nicklaus, Clint Eastwood, George 
W.  Bush,  James  Cameron,  David  Gates, 
George  Benson,  Tom  Selleck,  Nancy 
Reagan...  and  Bruno  Mars,  have  also 
purchased a number of his works over the 
years. 

Having  started  drawing  at  a  very  early 
age, by the time he was just seven years of 
age  he  was  already  creatively  utilizing 
mediums  such  as  chalk,  acrylics  and 
watercolor,  and  as  a  native  of  Southern 
California (and a keen surfer from an early 
age)  it  was  only  natural  that  his  artistic 

inclinations  led  him to  the  ocean.  Then, 
following  his  relocation  to  the  island 
paradise  of  Maui,  Hawaii  during  the 
mid-1970’s, his paintings finally developed 
into the spellbinding concepts that grace 
the many posters  and exhibitions around 
the world today. 

The  actual  design  and  art  direction  on 
the Summer In Paradise package is afforded 
to  the  AIGA award-winning  creative 
partnership  of  Spencer  Drate  and  Jutka 
(Judith)  Salavetz,  a  team  based  in  New 
York  also  responsible  for  packaging  the 
works of Bon Jovi, Lou Reed, U2, Sun Ra 
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and  Talking  Heads,  in  addition  to  being 
the authors behind a number of music and 
movie-related  books.  For  Summer  In 
Paradise they successfully combined two of 
the  strongest  images  of  modern  day 
Americana;  the  sun-kissed  ocean-filled 
sounds of America’s own Beach Boys, and 
the  crystal  clear  visions  of  one  of  the 
country’s  most  talented  ocean-themed 
artists. 

For the outer portion of the casing (on 
the original U.S. sleeve) Drate and Salavetz 
utilised  a  work  entitled  Elements  Of  The 
Universe,  which  takes  us  from  the  far 
reaches of outer space, surrounded by the 
comets, the stars and the planets, down to 
the  depths  of  our  own beautiful  oceans, 
where  the  the  humpback  wha les , 
hammerhead  sharks  and  rays  are  the 
powerful  forces,  swimming  amongst  the 
corals and the vast undersea foundations. 
With  the  striking  colors  of  the  Dean 
Torrence created ‘Beach Boys’ logo placed 
centrally, but not too large, on the housing, 
the focus is drawn swiftly to the undersea 
images  that  take  up  the  majority  of  the 
front, whilst for the rear section the track 
listing hovers between the galaxy of stars 
and  the  cloud  formations  drifting  across 
the  blue  skies.  Then  by  opening  up  the 
case (a not too easy task I hasten to add) 
we  are  graced  by  two  further  pieces  of 
Nelson’s  work.  Unfortunately,  neither  is 
immediately complete before the eye and 
only  by opening up the case one further 
stage do we get to view the full majesty of 
each  painting,  and  even  then  the  work 
labelled Embraced  By  The  Sea  is  split  into 
two  sections,  with  the  turtles  of  the 
underwater  portion  on  the  left,  and  the 
birds and lush green foliage over on the far 
right.  Nevertheless,  the  second  of  the 
inner paintings; a slightly cropped Ring Of 
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“Embraced By The Sea”



Life,  is  the  dominant  picture  on  the 
package, with the enlarged American flag 
floating  high  in  the  skies,  above  the 
circling  ring  of  dolphins  and  porpoises, 
and  with  the  bikini-clad  bronzed  beach 
bunny laid out alongside a surfboard at the 
bottom  of  the  picture.  And  note  the 
immor ta l  words  ‘The  Beach  Boys ’ 
engraved  onto  the  board  itself,  and  the 
small rocket or balloon (decide as you will) 
that  appears  amongst  the  d i s tant 
mountain  ranges  (bearing  the  words 
‘Happy 30th’, in self acknowledgement to 

the  bands’  30th  anniversary  the  previous 
year) were later additions.

In fact,  this  particular  painting was the 
only piece that was actually commissioned 
for  the  project,  the  others  being  works 
already  in  existence  within  Nelson’s 
portfolio,  and  the  bronzed  Goddess 
portrayed  was  modeled  on  Jacquelyne 
Love, Mike’s wife, who posed for the artist 
in a series of images. As highlighted in the 
two  examples  above  (taken  whilst  the 
painting developed), the shapely Ms. Love 
was added as a final addition to the work.
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“Ring Of Life” : Nelson’s original painting (left) develops with the final additions (right)...
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The band were still using the artwork to promote their tours over a ten year 
period 1992-2003...



The fourth and final piece of artwork that appears on the sleeve is, strangely, just a small 
section of the work Amethyst Dawn At Kipahulu, one of the few Nelson works that see the 
focus stay completely above the waters’ surface. Only the ocean view is incorporated onto 
the sleeve, although the original painting features much of the surrounding coastline, with 
a deep green forest bordering the waters edge. For the interested; Kipahulu is one of the 
more south-easterly points on Maui, and is also the final resting place for aviator Charles 
Lindbergh, and the landscape featured here was actually part of a property owned by Mike 
Love at the time, and painted from Nelson’s own home.
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Above: Exceedingly rare South Korean vinyl pressing



.  The  final  inclusion  on  this  impressive 
packaging  comes  in  the  form of  a  large 
additional  insert,  folded  neatly  away 
behind  the  Kipahulu  image.  The  insert 
unfolds  to  reveal  a  larger,  uncropped 
version of the Ring Of Life painting, whilst 
on the reverse is a detailed credit listing 
for  the  album,  featuring  production, 
engineer ing  credits  and  technica l 
specifications, a musicians listing (notable 
for including only one Beach Boy; Bruce 
Johnston),  full  thanks  from  the  band 
members  to  whomever,  art  and  design 
credits;  which  notably  also  acknowledge 
Dean Torrence and his  ‘Surf  City  Visual 
Arts Company’ (presumably for the logo), 
and  f ina l l y,  w i th  a  de f in i te  Mike 
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 The packaging for the 1993 U.K. 
re-issue, housed in a standard CD 
jewel case, was a complete cut and 
paste job, with both Ring Of Life and 
Elements Of The Universe being 
criminally cropped to beyond logistic 
comprehension in a tri-fold sleeve, 
that also reduced the credits page to 
half of the original size. 
 Released on EMI Records (CDEMD 
1046) it completely destroys any of 
the flow and imagery that the initial 
concept created, and it only deserves 
locating so as to add the five 
re-recorded and/or re-mixed songs to 
the overall collection... 

HANOVER 
SQUARE 

The UK front sleeve...

Summer innear  definit ive  4-CD  boxed  set  Good 
Vibrations: 30 Years and, more often than not, 
focus  during  the  ‘live’  set  was  justifiably 
emphasized  onto  the  classics,  and  gradually 
“Hot Fun In The Summertime”, “Surfin’” and 
“Under  The  Boardwalk”,  along  with  new 
albums title track, slipped away from the set 
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Giddy Up, Giddy Up...

Stars        
Stripes    

v o l .1

a n d

32
Released on River North (Nashville) Records 
(51416 1205-2) August 13th 1996
 
Produced by Brian Wilson & Joe Thomas

Executive Producer: Mike Love
 
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 101 

Art Direction & Design: Conni Treantafeles & 
Valerie Behling 

Cover Art: Morton Kaish c/o Hollis Taggart 
Galleries, NYC 

Booklet Photography: John Lee Montgomery, 
Raeanne Rubinnstein, Kris Thomas 

Don’t Worry Baby (Wilson/Christian)

Little Deuce Coupe (Wilson/Christian)

409 (Wilson/Usher/Love)

Long Tall Texan (Strzelecki)

I Get Around (Wilson/Love)

Be True To Your School (Wilson/Love) 

Fun Fun Fun (Wilson/Love)

Help Me Rhonda (Wilson/Love)

The Warmth Of The Sun (Wilson/Love)

Sloop John B (Trad./Arr.Wilson)

I Can Hear Music (Spector/Greenwich/Barry)

Caroline No (Wilson/Asher) 



THE TROUBLE WITH The Beach Boys 1996 album, Stars & Stripes Vol.1, is 
that it’s not really a Beach Boys album at all. Not in the strictest sense of the word anyway. 
There’s no instrumental contribution from the band members whatsoever, and excluding 
the novelty input of Mike Love on “Long Tall Texan”, there’s not even a Beach Boy lead 
vocal  anywhere to be heard.  So what makes it  qualify  as  a  Beach Boys release?  Good 
question, and some will dispute that it even is... 

However, the band’s due credit can be simply assessed by acknowledging that all of the 
featured songs, and all of the backing vocals, are of Beach Boy-origination, and that there 
can no doubt that pure quality of the ‘boys’ vocals – some of the warmest and fullest since 
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the  heady  “Sunflower”  days  of  1970  – 
justifies their status on the release. 

The  lead  vocalists,  significant  country 
artists in their own right, flow effortlessly 
and often anonymously by, one by one, but 
the  solid,  lush  harmonies  that  pack  out 
each  track  could  only  come  from  one 
source... Mike, Carl, Alan and Bruce, along 
with  Matt  Jardine  (Alan’s  eldest  son, 
stepping  into  the  falsetto  role  with  a 
natural  presence)...  AND  Brian.  Yes, 
indeed  sir’ee,  for  this  one  project  elder 
statesman,  brother  Brian,  now free  from 
the  restricting  shackles  of  one-time 
mentor  and therapist  Eugene Landy,  was 
encouraged along for the ride, even sitting 
in to produce much of the vocal sessions as 
in  days  of  olde,  although reports  suggest 
that  the  inclusion  of  Brian  was  also  an 

essentia l  part  of  the  a greement  in 
financing  the  project  and  that  certain 

other  band  members  didn’t  take  his 
contributions  too  seriously,  all  too-aware 
of  the  unpredictability  of  his  fragile 
persona. 

Ominously subtitled upon release, Volume 
One,  the  initial  idea  of  such  an  album 
apparently  arose  following  a  discussion 
between  Mike  Love  and  producer  Joe 
Thomas,  co-founder  of  River  North 
Records ,  whose  countr y  mus ic 
connections led to The Beach Boys signing 
with  the  label  for  a  proposed  ‘duets’ 
release. One that would see them link up 
with  some  of  the  hottest  names  in  the 
Nashville country music scene to revitalize 
and  re-record  some  of  The  Beach  Boys 
biggest hits. 
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“If  you  can  get  Willie  Nelson,  I’ll  get 
Brian...”  was reportedly Mike’s  firing line 
to Thomas. They both succeeded... 

 Unfor tunate l y,  Vo l u m e  Tw o  ne ver 
materialized,  despite  the  projected 
inclusions  of  Merle  Haggard,  Tammy 
Wynette  and  Rodney  Crowell,  and  the 
initial  release,  despite  some  success  in 
reaching  #101  on  the  Billboard  charts 
(predominantly  on  the  back  of  the 
featured  leads  vocalists ) ,  never  sat 
comfortably  in  the  record  collections  of 
long-time group followers, and whilst the 
band members themselves verbally stated 
that there could be no greater partnership 
than  that  o f  Amer ica ’s  band  wi th 
America’s  ‘music’  it  was  not  a  natural 
pairing of Americana. The quality and the 

professionalism  are  there,  but 
something just didn’t click... 

Nevertheless,  as  with  the 
bands  previous  studio  album, 

the  critically-mauled  Summer  In 
Paradise ,  the  rejection  of  the  music 
amongst  many  of  the  bands  staunchest 
admirers  was  counterbalanced  by  the 
praise received for the actual presentation 
of the release. Accepted, not many people 
buy an album simply going by how nice the 
packa g ing  i s ,  but  o f ten  the 
disappointment  of  what  comes  within  is 
softened by what is outside (or so the wife 
tells me...). 

Originating  once  again  with  a  concept 
from Mike  Love  himself,  the  impressive 
CD  package;  another  gatefold  digi-pak, 
features  the  distinct  work  of  acclaimed 
artist Morton Kaish on the front. A New 
York-born artist, educated out of Syracuse 
University,  Kaish  has  held  a  life-long 
fascination  with  the  American  Civil  War 
and he has painted a series of works that 
defined  a  moment  in  the  history  of  the 
country  that  is  associated  with  struggle, 
loss  and  ultimate  triumph;  his  Stars  & 
Stripes  collection  (see  examples  on  the 
following page). 
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Left: A 6-track promotional CD sampler for the 
release came with a free pair of sunglasses!



The particular  piece  of  artwork chosen for  the 
sleeve front (entitled Stars & Stripes V), featuring a 
heavily  wooden  and  iron-built  frontage  to  a 
building,  features  a  number  of  significant 
associations with his themed passion; ranging from 
the  carved  silhouette  of  Abraham  Lincoln  on 
wooden  window shutter,  along  with  the  dove  of 
peace, to the Union flag fluttering down from on 
high and the representation of the Stars & Bars on 
the door. Closer inspection also reveals a series of 
names, carved into the wooden panels either side 
of  the  door,  each  word  representing  a  particular 
battle/stage  of  the  Civil  War...  Cold  Harbor, 
Richmond,  Fair  Oaks,  Shiloh,  Antietam  and 
Atlanta. 

133 Morton Kaish



S l i g h t l y 
r e d u c e d 
in  width 
for  the 
C D 
cover, the 
ima ge  is 
set  inside 
a  deep 
o a k 
f r a m e , 
w i th  a 

leather/hide-styled  background  to  the 
featured artists laying alongside. It’s a fair 
representation  for  each  of  the  guest 
vocalists, listed in the same order as their 
appearance  on  the  disc  inside,  and  the 
leather  effect  continues  over  the  spine 
onto  the  rear  of  the  sleeve,  where  the 
selected  12  tracks  are  listed.  Noticeably, 
Mike  Love  gets  listed  for  ‘Executive 
Producer’ status, above the names of Brian 
and  Joe  Thomas,  although  all  further 
credits are reserved for the 22-page glossy 
booklet  featured  inside.  And  what  an 
impressive  booklet  this  is.  Full  color 
graphics and design work, plenty of glossy 
photographs  of  all  vocalists  concerned, 
including a number of the principal Beach 
Boys, and with full musician listings and a 
detailed synopsis of the album (written by 
Nashville  resident  Robert  K  Oermann. 
Often  re fe r red  to  a s  the  Dean  o f 
Nashville's  prestigious  entertainment 
journalists,  Oermann  is  a  multi-media 
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FOLLOWING ON from the success of 
the  Endless  Summer  and  Spirit  Of  America 
compilations  (and  20  Golden  Greats  in  the 
U.K.)  there  have  been  limitless  collections 
issued on both sides of the Atlantic, from a 
combination  of  either  Capitol,  Warners  or 
CBS, all meeting varying degrees of success. 
Many  are  not  of  significant  interest  to  the 
hardcore  collector  as  they  simply  re-tread, 
re-hash, re-visit the countless collections that 
have  gone  before  but  occasionally,  once  in 
surfer’s  moon,  the  odd rarity  or  unreleased 
offering, or even a brand new cut, is sneaked 
in  alongside  “Barbara  Ann”  ,  “Help  Me 
Rhonda” and “Surfer Girl”, just to pull in the 
dedicated collector who has to complete his 
or her collection with every note, nuance and 
nugget that came out of a Beach Boys studio 
session.
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THE CAPITOL 
COLLECTIONS 
(amongst others)

The successful late 90’s U.S. 
‘Greatest Hits’ series

Part Three



The stylishly presented Ten Years Of Harmony (CBS 
1981) put in “Sea Cruise” and “San Miguel”, Made In 
USA  (Capitol 1986) gave us both “Rock ‘n’ Roll To 
The Rescue” and an updated “California Dreamin’”, 
the  promotional  25  Years  Of  Good  Vibrations 
(Sunkist/Brother  1986)  snuck  in  “Runaway”,  Songs 
From  Here  And  Back  (Hallmark  2006)  featured  both 
live  and  previously  unreleased  solo  recordings, 
whilst the multi-CD sets, Good Vibrations:  30 Years 
(Capitol  1993)  and Hawthorne  CA  (Capitol  2000), 
included  a  near  goldmine  of  unreleased  gems, 
destined to have the fanatical fans knocking down 
the door in anticipation. 

Then again,  for many of the recent collections,  it 
has  really  been  the  simple  quest  for  Capitol,  CBS, 
Warner Brothers (or whoever) to empty the pockets of 
the average music buyer. The family man or woman 
who  loves  the  hits,  isn’t  really  interested  in  the 
availability  of  the  rare  B-side  to  “Heroes  & 
Villains”, but just wants some fun-in-the-sun Beach 
Boys music to play during the family BBQ. That’s 
who many of these endless compilations are aimed 
at...  and they’re the ones who achieve the required 
successes, often reaching the Top 20 best sellers, and 
every now and then achieving a Top 5 place – and even 
once  in  a  while  topping  the  pile.  And  so  it  will 
continue to do so... 

Purely  f rom  an  art ist ic  and  presentat ion 
viewpoint,  there  remains  few  and  a  far  between 
moments of success. Many of these collections rely 
on a golden image of surf, sand and cars... purely what 
the casual buyer would expect. The late 90s, 3-volume 
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WE’VE BEEN HAVING FUN ALL SUMMER LONG... 
I’m PICKING UP GOOD VIBRATIONS... AND WE’LL 
HAVE FUN FUN FUN... IF EVERYBODY HAD AN 
OCEAN ACROSS THE USA... I WISH THEY ALL 
COULD BE CALIFORNIA GIRLS... I’mM GETTIN’ 
BUGGED DRIVIN’ UP AND DOWN THE SAME OL’ 
STRIP... LET’s GET TOGETHER AND DO IT AGAIN... 
HELP ME RHONDA, YEAH... WITH MY CHICK BY 
SIDE THE RADIO DOES THE TRICK... SURFIN’ IS 
THE ONLY LIFE, THE ONLY WAY FOR ME... DO 
Y O U W A N N A D A N C E U N D E R T H E 
M O O N L I G H T. . . W E M E T W H E N S H E WA S 
YOUNGER... DO YOU LOVE ME DO YOU SURFER 
GIRL... WILL I DIG THE SAME THINGS THAT 
TURNED ME ON AS A KID...... SO HOIST UP THE 
JOHN B SAIL... I MAY NOT ALWAYS LOVE YOU... 
WOULDN’T IT BE NICE IF WE WERE OLDER... 
WE’VE BEEN FRIENDS NOW FOR SO MANY 
YEARS... HEALTHY WEALTHY AND WISE... BE 
TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL NOW... MAMA, I’M 



Greatest Hits series in the U.S. (the first two 
at  least)  achieved  a  certain  amount  of 
a r t i s t i c  ach ie vement  wi th  the 
presentation, as did the superb soundtrack 
CD  to  the  E n d l e s s  Ha r m o n y  TV 
documentary  (the  second,  re-issued 
version  from  2000  being  the  stronger), 
wh i l s t  the  afore -ment ioned  1986 
collection,  Made  In  USA,  was  also  fairly 
pleasing on the eye. The illustrator for this 
particular  set  was  one  Holly  Hollington, 
also  known  for  producing  the  strikingly 
a r t i s t ic  s l ee ve  on  the  Super t ramp 
Autobiography  collection.  Then  again,  by 
way  of  a  comparison,  the  truly  appalling 
artwork that graced the U.K. 1983 double 
vinyl  set,  The Very  Best  Of  The  Beach  Boys 
(designed  by  the  Dutch-based  Cream  
Design Group, featuring the rear view of a 
bikini-clad  beach  bunny),  seemed  to  do 
little to  detract from the overall success, 
seeing that in the summer of that year this 
buy-one-get-one-free collection zoomed all 
the way to the top of the British charts.

And,  at  the  time  of  writing,  there  still 
seems  to  be  no  ending  in  sight  to  the 
differing  variations  these  collections  can 
appear in. The past decade alone have seen 
a  plethora  of  new  interpretations,  all 

following  the  same  pattern.  The  2003 
Capitol  set,  the  triple-platinum  selling 
Sounds Of Summer, set us off once more on 
a  journey  of  re-discovery,  especially  for 
those  of  the  newer  generation,  and  The 
Platinum Collection, The Warmth Of The Sun, 
The US Singles Collection, Summer Love Songs 
and 50 Big Ones all followed in the ensuing 
years...  and then, in August 2013,  Capitol 
issued  what  many  may  describe  as  the 
definitive  collection,  for  both  casual  and 
hardcore  col lectors  a l ike.  Clever ly 
packaged  in  the  style  of  a  high  school 
yearbook  (designed  by  frequent  Brian 
Wilson  art ist ic  col laborator,  Mark 
London)  this  career  spanning  1962-2012, 
50-year musical history of the band took in 
the  hits,  selected  choice  album  cuts, 
various outtakes and demo’s and numerous 
live  performances  amongst  its  expansive 
6-CD,  473-minute  layout.  And  it  came 
accompanied  by  a  multi-paged  glossy 
booklet to boot! 
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The Beach Boys: Made In California - could 
this  be  the  final  word?  Can  this  be 
superseded? Possibly not in answer to the 
former point, for I’m certain that Capitol 
Records will continue to plunder the vaults 
as  long  as  the  sun  shines  over  the 
California coastline and there will  always 
be the market for a Beach Boys collection 
on the shelves of every household around 
the world for years to come. They may not 
have the interest value, or the inclusion of 
a  rare  outtake  or  two,  but  there  will 
forever  be  the  desire  from  someone, 
somewhere,  to  listen  to  the  good,  good 
vibrations of youth one more time...
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and even the band’s pre-Capitol 
era hasn’t been excluded from 
the many vinyl and CD re-issues 
and re-packages (below)...

L O S T
and found
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Released on Capitol Records 
June 5 2012 
CD: 505099960282422
LP: 5099946319913

Produced by Brian Wilson

Executive Producer: Mike Love

Highest U.S. Chart Position: 3

Graphic Design: Lawrence Azerrad 
for LADdesign

Photography: Guy Webster

THAT’S WHY GOD MADE THE RADIO

33 Think About the Days (Wilson/Thomas)

That's Why God Made the Radio (Wilson/Thomas/Millas/Peterik)

Isn't It Time (Wilson/Love/Thomas/Millas/Peterik)

Spring Vacation (Wilson/Love/Thomas)

The Private Life of Bill and Sue (Wilson/Thomas)

Shelter (Wilson/Thomas)

Daybreak Over the Ocean (Love)

Beaches in Mind (Wilson/Love/Thomas)

Strange World (Wilson/Thomas)

From There to Back Again (Wilson/Thomas)

Pacific Coast Highway (Wilson/Thomas)

Summer's Gone (Wilson/Bon Jovi /Thomas)



WITH THEIR 50th ANNIVERSARY looming on the horizon The Beach Boys, 
perhaps surprisingly for many who had followed the bands ups and downs over the years, 
reconvened at Ocean Way Recorders in Hollywood to mark the event with a brand new 
album – the first joint collaborative effort for nigh on 15 years. 
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With five core members of the group still 
healthy  and  musically  active  –  Brian 
Wilson,  Mike  Love,  Alan  Jardine,  Bruce 
Johnston and, rejoining the band after an 
intermittent  period  of  obscurity  and 
red i sco ver y,  Da v id  Marks  –  they 
tentatively tested the waters with a lively 
reworking of one of their classic hits, “Do 
It  Again”,  issued  as  part  of  a  Limited 
Edition  Commemorative  Pack  (see  right), 
before pulling together the That’s Why God 
Made  The  Radio  album  for  worldwide 
public consumption.

On  the  face  of  it  all  it  stands  as  a 
supremely  confident  col laboration 
between  the  members,  featuring  a 
number of musical highlights, although by 
scratching  away  under  the  surface  there 
s t i l l  r emained  var ious  a rea s  o f 
dissatisfaction  and  niggling  interpersonal 
relationship  issues.  Much  to  Mike’s 
chagrin, there was no opportunity for him 
to  rekindle  his  songwriting  partnership 
with  his  first  cousin,  and  much  of  the 
mus ic  came  f rom  Br ian’s  work ing 
partnership with his former producer, the 
Chicago-based  songwriter  Joe  Thomas  – 
an  unpopular  choice  amongst  Wilson 
purists  for  his  overly  clinical  production 
techniques (but one cannot deny he often 
gets the best out of Brian’s often-stymied 
ability –  look no further than the closing 
trilogy  on  this  release  for  clarification). 

And  yet  Lo ve ’s 
input  in to  the  a lbum  cannot  be 
overlooked,  and  whilst  his  lead  vocal  no 
longer held the strength and resonance of 
his younger years his still played a vital role 
in the creative unit… and underneath the 
polished sheen that played from within the 
finished product one cannot help but feel 
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that  Mike,  and  to  a  lesser  extent  Alan 
Jardine, were perhaps just going along with 
the ride for the sake of the event. After all, 
the band’s 50th Anniversary was going to 
generate  a  vast  amount  of  publicity,  and 
subsequent income, for all participants if it 

all  came  together  successfully.  Overall, 
Brian  certainly  shines  the  brightest 
throughout the album (and the critics were 
quick to recognize this),  with both Mike 
and Alan offering strong vocal input, but it 
appears at initial glances, and listens, that 
both  Bruce  and  David  are  virtual ly 
unnoticeable throughout, preferring to add 
both  vocal  (Bruce)  and  instrumental 
(David )  contributions  with  relative 
anonymity.  Indeed,  i f  there  is  one 
noticeable additional sound on the release 
it comes with the added falsetto vocals and 
harmonies of Jeffrey Foskett, touring band 
member  for  both  Brian  and  The  Beach 
Boys  since  the  early  1980s,  and  Brian’s 
right-hand  in  the  studio  for  over  two 
decades.

Nevertheless, the publicity that both the 
album,  and  the  upcoming  Anniversary 
Tour were generating ensured that release 
would  achieve  a  certain  amount  of 
success… but just how much success, albeit 
for a short period, was certainly surprising 
to most – as the album, driven by the title 
song issued as a lead-off 45, was propelled 
into  the  Billboard  Top  3,  their  highest 
charting studio album since 1965. 

Issued in both CD and vinyl format (with 
vinyl  making  a  comeback  after  over  20 
years  of  being  gradually  eroded  off the 
market  by  it’s  smaller,  shinier,  clinical 
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The two singles taken from the album



cousin) the release was packaged in a simple, yet eye-catching wave design, courtesy of 
Lawrence Azerrad, an LA-based artist and creative director of LADdesign. Effective in 
both sizes  for  the  differing  formats  the  simplicity  of  the  front  sleeve,  and the  subtle 
layering of the multi-colored waves, draws the eye to the band name, positioned top right 
– although the somewhat harsh design of the original Dean Torrence logo, included at the 
bands request, is perhaps unsuitable in this instance, immediately recognizable as it is, 
certainly after almost 30 years of familiarity. An alternate option, created by one particular 
follower of the band, and mixing classic Beach Boys Pet Sounds-era artwork with Azerrad’s 
modern design (see page 146), appears to work far better in partnership with the colors and 
styling from a visual perspective. However, in 2016, I asked the designer himself as to his 
own artistic background and how the official layout came to be; 
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Above left: Rare promotional ‘hits’ CD issued to accompany the new album
Design by MarkLondon



Lawrence  Azzerad:  “After  studying  at 
California College of the Arts, one of my 
first jobs was on staff as an Art Director at 
Warner Bros Records, doing album covers 
and artwork for  artists  such as  The Red 
Hot  Chili  Peppers,  Elvis  Costello,  Wilco 
and  Miles  Davis.  While  on  staff there  I 
learned  about  working  with  bands, 
photographers, developing album art, and 
creating  components  necessary  for  an 
album  campaign,  f rom  posters  and 

tee-shirts, to singles and 
advertis ing.  When  I 
started  my  own  design 
practice in 2001 a good 
number of music clients 
remained,  and  over  the 
years I’ve been fortunate 
to work with a spectrum 
of  labels  and  artists, 
including  working  on 
some  pro ject s  for 
Capitol.  The  creative 
d i rector  a t  Capito l , 
Nico le  Frantz ,  had 
previously  contracted 
me to  work on a  range 
of  titles,  from  jazz  to 
pop,  and  I  had  known 
her  for  a  number  of 
years prior to that, doing 

work for her when she was at Interscope, 
so when we were working together we had 
a l ready  had  a  long  and  co l leg ia l l y 
comfortable working relationship.

“For the Beach Boys I was only given the 
title of the album; it isn’t unusual that the 
music  isn’t  available  to  listen  to  (when 
designing  the  cover),  but  it  is  always  an 
honor  to  be  tasked  with  making  the 
artwork for such a culturally relevant band. 
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The rear of the CD sleeve (left) and that of the vinyl 
cover (below), noting the slightly differing track 
running order



I I knew it was exceptional circumstances 
that for this  project the entire band was 
involved in the making of the album as a 
complete group. There were quite a lot of 
initial  design  explorations  before  we 
settled  on  this  direction.  The  prior 
explorations were more collage based, but 
in  a  contemporary  way,  honoring  the 

heritage of the band but in a modern way. 
Some  explorations  were  based  on  more 
scu lptura l  idea s  that  wou ld  be 
photographed. But in the end the idea of 
abstracting  the  waves  into  pattern 
resonated the most with all of the parties 
involved.  The  Dean Torrence  logo  was  a 
required element.  My initial  explorations 
had more of a sans serif treatment, but at a 
point there was a direct request from the 
band and management to include it, which 
is fine, the mark is a key part of the band’s 
visual language/landscape.

“In all of the album art I do, it is critical 
for me to remember that this is the visual 
face of the band’s art, and that they have 
to  feel  comfortable  with  this  cover 
representing visually who they are, so I try 
to build something as great as I can while 
still honoring requests for a particular type 
or  logo  they  identify  most  with.  This 
artwork was crafted in photoshop, but the 
color  and  texture  inside  of  each  wave 
shape did come from painted paper, with 
its own unique texture, then scanned and 
imported  into  the  larger  photoshop 
collage.  Once  inside  the  computer,  we 
were able to have greater control of color 
manipulation,  and  respond  to  feedback 
easier.

“The final art was approved at the very 
last minute for the deadline, I do recall in 
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Above: An ‘unofficial’ sleeve design, courtesy 
of Beach Boys fan ‘Krabklaw’...



the eleventh hour the band was reviewing 
color  adjustments  that  were  relayed  to 
them  backstage  while  they  were  sound 
checking  for  a  show  at  Red  Rocks 
Amphitheater in Colorado. Once we had 
sign  off on  final  approval  of  the  final 
version, it was relayed back to me that all 
of  the  members  (and  their  wives)  were 
really  happy  with  the  end  result.  As  a 
designer who works in album covers, this 
is  one of  the best  parts  of  the job.  It  is 
always a special privilege to be a part of a 
project  like  this.  To  make  art  for  such 
culturally relevant recording artists, but to 
make  art,  that  hopefully,  connects  with 
individuals,  the  fans.  Hopefully  in  that 
connection,  something  is  made  that  the 
fan enjoys and appreciates, and as an visual 
artist,  making  art  that  people  appreciate 
and that is enhances the human experience 
of  the  music,  and  makes  a  positive 
contribution to our culture, is one of the 
most  fulfilling  aspects  of  why  I  do  this 
work”.

. . . . .

The  remainder  of  the  CD  packaging 
features  two  new  photographs  of  the 
quintet  from  an  old  friend,  with  Guy 
Webster returning to the fold behind the 
lens, along with the full set of lyrics within 
the 14-page booklet, all delicately overlaid 
with Azerrad’s  pastel-shaded wave design 

throughout,  but  one  wonders  if,  by  this 
stage,  as  to  whether  the  additional 
accompanying  design  and  packaging  was 
really that relevant anymore… and it pains 
one to even question that. The 2012 vinyl 
package was simply as shown (see previous 
pages),  with  no  additional  insert,  and 
certainly  to  a  younger,  newer  generation 
the  age  of  digital  downloading  was  a 
driving  force  in  sales  and,  other  than  a 
front ‘face’ to the project, how important 
was the internal and rear external layout? 
Do  buyers  of  the  21st  century,  certainly 
those in the second decade, still pore over 
the details on the reverse of the cover as 
they had forty or  fifty years  before?  The 
apparent revival  of  vinyl,  with its  12-inch 
outer shell, certainly suggested that there 
was still a demand for the audio sound of 
the  record,  the  warmth  of  the  snap, 
crackle and pop, over the pristine lo-fi res 
of the MP3 – but the sharing of the spoils 
between  formats  certainly  indicated  that 
those  who  had  the  opportunity  to  mull 
over  the intricate  sleeve fineries  were by 
far  smaller  in  quantities  than  during  the 
golden age of vinyl sales,  and the lack of 
extras on this occasion confirms as such. 
Or maybe that is just the age of someone 
who  grew  up  in  the  original  vinyl  era, 
sliding  the  12”  slab  of  plastic  from  its 
cardboard housing, reading and devouring 
every  nuance  of  the  entire  object  from 
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How Long Will The Wind Blow?

The past, the present... and the future 
  As the music of The Beach Boys, that is The Beach Boys as a 
brand, if not as a complete group anymore, moves ever onwards in it’s 
sixth  decade  one  has  to  seriously  question  as  to  how  long  we  can 
continue to impart ourselves as  to the dream that Brian Wilson and 
brothers,  cousin  and  friends  created.  Do  we  really  believe  that  our 
children’s children’s children will still be sharing the California dream in 
years ahead? The answer to that is quite simply... yes.
The Beach Boys as a united group may no longer be a part of our lives, 

two have passed on, and the remaining five members may only share in 
each others company on occasion, the fallout from the 50th Anniversary 
Tour may well be the final chapter (although, at the time writing, both 
Mike/Bruce,  and  Brian/Alan  are  seemingly  content  in  opposing 
partnerships – with David flitting occasionally in between), but they are 
all still making music in one form or another, and the continuing drive 
to do so, as long are their ageing health permits, will always draw the 
enthusiastic audiences to the concert halls, even if the possibility of yet 
further group recordings are remote.



Since the release of the (presumably) final Beach 
Boys  studio  album,  That’s  Why  God  Made  The 
Radio,  there  have  continued  to  be  releases  of 
interest issued to the ever awaiting audience, be it 
of group related material or solo projects.

Archival releases are still the most desired items 
amongst the fan community and recent releases 
such  as  the  critically  acclaimed  Pet  Sounds  and 
SMiLE  Sessions  box-sets,  the  Made  In  California 
multi-CD set and the Party! Uncovered & Unplugged 
collection are ravenously devoured by the serious 
collectors  across  the six  habitable  continents  of 
the globe, and with a seemingly ongoing series of 
copyright releases forthcoming (a result of labels 
issuing  50-year  unreleased  archival  material  to 
protect their European copyright)  there is likely 
to be a wealth of material to be sifted through in 
the vaults for a good few years to come.

Officially, recent releases have seen a selection of 
belated ‘live’ performances issued, always a joy to 
behold, and a number of reasonable quality tapes 
still exist, tempting one to state categorically that 
Live at Knebworth (2002), The 50th Anniversary Tour 
(2013), Live in Sacramento (2014) and Live in Chicago 
(2015)  will  not be alone on the shelves for long. 
Yes, from a packaging perspective, none of these 
are of an exceptional delight –  and certainly the 
final  two  listed  here,  coming  as  a  result  of  the 
copyright issue, were digital only releases, with no 
more  than  a  f ront  s l ee ve  des ign  a s 
accompaniment.  Nevertheless,  beggars  should 
never be choosers and even if the golden age of 
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The live catalog continues to expand. 
Below: the impressive 2-CD set from 

the 50th Anniversary tour...



sleeve  design  has  passed then let  us  be  appreciative  of 
what we have…

On a solo level, there continues to be irregular releases, 
in  one  guise  or  another.  Ever  since  Dennis  Wilson 
impressed us,  both aurally and visually,  with his Pacific 
Ocean Blue masterpiece, back in 1977, there have been a 
multitude of releases from all members who have passed 
through the Beach Boys ranks – with the exception of 

Ricky  Fataar  (1972-75).  Not  including  Glen  Campbell 
here...

Mike Love, whilst offering only one gen-u-ine solo 
effort  to  date  (1981’s  abysmally  packaged  and,  sadly, 
similarly questionable Looking Back With Love), has seen 

a succession of associated album and single releases, via 
his  various  musical  partnerships  with  Dean  Torrence, 
Charles  Lloyd,  Bruce  Johnston,  Adrian  Baker  or 
whomever, whilst Carl Wilson, during his early 80s hiatus 
from  the  line-up  issued  two  potentially  creative,  but 

ultimately  frustrating  albums  –  Carl  Wilson  (1981)  and 
Youngblood  (1983)  -  both lacking the creative strength he 
was  more  than  capable  of,  and  both  pleasantly  if 

unspectacularly  presented.  Sadly,  any  future  potential  he 
had a solo artist was cruelly cut short following his death 
from  cancer  during  1998,  his  final  parting  shot  being  a 
wonderful collaborative effort (released posthumously) with 
Gerry Beckley of America and Robert Lamm of Chicago; 

Like A Brother (2000).

Alan Jardine has likewise issued a smattering of releases 
over the years on his own, including an extremely enjoyable 

live set,  but only one full  studio album to date;  A Postcard 
From California (2010), delightfully packaged and presented in 
collaboration  with  artist  Mark  London,  and  featuring  a 
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number of his (former) bandmates on a selection of 
the tracks, whilst David Marks has released a series 
of  low-key  projects  to  a  small  but  loyal  following 
since his musical re-emergence in the mid-late 90s 
(including one, I Think About You Often, featuring a 
front sleeve image of Paradise Cove, location of The 
Beach  Boys  very  first  album  shoot).  Likewise, 
Blondie Chaplin’s two solo releases, issued 29 years 
apart,  remain  fairly  off the  main  retail  track. 
Frustratingly,  Bruce  Johnston  continues  to  rebuff 
any concept of recording any further solo projects, 
and  since  his  one  true  solo  release  (the  Ed 
Thrasher/Dean  Torrence  packaged  Going  Public 
from  1977)  –  although  not  forgetting  his  two 
pre-Beach Boys ‘surf ’ releases; Surfers Pajama Party 
(1962)  and  Surfin’  ‘Round  The  World  (1963),  both 
presented in typical early 60s fashion - he seemingly 
stands  firmly  buy  this  decision.  Unless  you  can 
include  him  as  the  man  responsible  for  the 
Symphonic Sounds: Music Of The Beach Boys collection, 
and I very much doubt anyone would stand up and 
claim true ownership on that one – and this is even 
before the dreadful presentation is unwrapped and 
discussed.
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And that leaves Brian Wilson – the one 
Beach  Boy  that  many  thought  would  be 
the first to pass on. Certainly the health, 
substance abuse and mental issues of the 
70s  and  80s  had  much  of  the  music 
industry preparing themselves for his loss 
and yet, through the love and caring from 
his two wives, ex-Marilyn and his current 
partner  Melinda,  his  close  family  and 
friends, and it must be said, the life saving 
actions  of  his  doctor  and  therapist  – 
before pure control  and evil  took over  – 
‘Dr’  Eugene E Landy, Brian has survived. 
And not just survived in a physical state, 
but in the musical connotation as well.

Eleven studio albums have been officially 
released to his devoted followers since the 
1988 debut of Brian Wilson, along with two 
‘ l ive ’  col lect ions  –  and  a l l  contain 
moments,  to  some degree  or  another,  of 
pure Brian Wilson magical and/or musical 
genius.  From that  debut  offering,  issued 
underneath the forceful protective wing of 
Landy,  through  the  hits  retreads  and 
rearrangements  of  I  Just  Wasn’t  Made  For 
These  Times  (1995),  the reunions with Van 
Dyke Parks on Orange Crate Art (1995) and 
the  phenomenal  Presents  SMiLE  (2004), 
the  critically  panned  gathering  that  was 
Gettin’  In Over My Head  (2004),  the three 
Chr i s tma s ,  Gershwin  and  Disney 
co l l ec t ions  (2005,  2010  and  2011 
respectively)  and  the  musical  highlights 

that  ran  through Imagination  (1998),  That 
Lucky  Old  Sun  (2008)  and  the  recent  No 
Pier Pressure (2015) – the latter containing a 
number  o f  po l i shed  Joe  Thoma s 
productions  featuring  both  Alan  Jardine 
and  David  Marks,  along  with  Blondie 
Chaplin,  that  could  so  easily  have  been 
issued  as  a  follow-up  to  That’s  Why  God 
Made The Radio.  And you know what? In 
standing  with  the  theme  of  this  very 
project every one of those albums contains 
a sleeve design and presentation, many of 
which utilize the talents of Mark London 
once again, that justifies the music inside. 
No  Pi e r  P r e s s u r e  e ven  conta ined  a 
noteworthy  front  sleeve  image  taken  by 
Brian’s adopted daughter, Daria Rose, who 
was  also  responsible  for  conceiving  the 
album title itself. Clever, huh? And whilst 
some  of  the  other  des igns  may  be 
relatively basic in formation – Imagination 
and What  I  Really  Want  For  Christmas  for 
example – and others may be that step too 
far  into  over-indulgence  (Peter  Blake’s 
montage for Gettin’ In Over My Head being 
the prime mover here), all eleven of those 
presentations  fall  off the  fence  on  the 
positive side, to a degree – and that makes 
them even more worthwhile and enjoyable 
to the purist as the complete package. The 
mus ic ,  the  per formance  and  the 
presentation  in  perfect  harmony,  as  it 
should be...
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Ocean lovers who like to harmonize 
They're all cousins, friends and brothers 
And they make their mamas cry
They're record-making, heart-breaking, just west coast boys
What I know, it's a beginning of an endless harmony

ENDLESS HARMONY
Photos by Brian Rasic, Matt Kent, Jeff Kravitz, Dean Torrence (and unknown)

Lyrics: Bruce Johnston



DURING THE WRITING AND COMPILING of this project, from its humble 
beginnings back in 2006 when I first conceived the idea for, what I thought was going to 
be, a ‘small’ little ol’ website, right up to the present day and the variation you now sit 
before, I have been most fortunate to gain much (and often needed) help and assistance 
from a wide variety of sources.

Some, very much like myself, are of the ‘fan/collector’ variety - those who, often foolishly, 
purchase untold delights and minute Beach Boys’ collectibles, more just for the sake of 
having them than for any truly understandable purpose. Some may call it an addiction, 
rightly or wrongly, but I simply prefer to refer to it as an appreciation. One that has lasted 
me for the major part of my time on this planet. Then there are those who are fortunate 
enough to have crossed over to ‘the other side’ and have, and often continue to play a 
major (or slightly lesser) role in the band’s actual activities. Their assistance has often been 
invaluable,  be it  either from an encouragement perspective or for a greater need.  You 
lucky, lucky people...

Finally, there are the so-called ‘insiders’, the select few who were there, in the thick of it 
all, and at the right moment in time for them, and for the ‘boys’ themselves. They may 
have been original artists and/or designers, they may have a part of the bands support 
team or, just occasionally, for clarification purposes on my behalf, they may have even been 
a part of the band themselves at one point. Whatever role they take from the above list, if 
the contribution they offered me in completing this project was received - then trust me, 
it was received graciously and gratefully done so. Without their assistance, your assistance, 
whoever’s assistance, this would never have reached the conclusion it has. Thank you... 

Obviously, a major part of this work revolves around the photographs that appeared on 
the  original  album sleeves,  or  during  promotion  for  said  albums.  Wherever  possible, 
somewhere in the text, I have tried to credit those behind the lens... but if, for whatever 
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reasons, I have omitted an important credit then, please, do not hesitate to (somehow) get 
in touch with me so I can make amendments to future variations and offer credit where 
credit is due. It is rightfully deserved...

In  no  particular  order,  other  than  alphabetical,  I  would  like  to  offer  my  heartfelt 
appreciation to the following people, some of whom (it should be noted) assisted during 
the initial launch of Back Through The Opera Glass, ten or more years or so ago and who, 
sadly are no longer with us. Their absence is as much missed as their contribution was 
appreciated, if not more.

Some of these people helped directly, others indirectly, but I still acknowledge them all...

Kingsley Abbott, Mark Adams, John Alvin, Lawrence Azerrad, Geoff Baker, David Beard 
& ESQ, Panayiotis Bogdanos, Craig Butler, Brian Chidester, Paul Childs, Andrew Cox, Lee 
Dempsey, Stephen W. Desper, Andrew G. Doe, Terry Downman, Jeff Foskett, Arny Geller, 
Mike  Grant,  Mick  Haggerty,  Gijsbert  Hanekroot,  Frank  Holmes,  Val  Johnson-Howe, 
Steve Kirkham, Krabklaw, Mark London, Dave McMacken, Stephen McParland, Carrie 
Marks, David Marks, Nico Miyakawa, Shawn O’Grady, Ralph Parker, Terry Pastor, Scott 
Paton,  Justin  Plank,  Domenic  Priore,  Ed  Roach,  Ian  Rusten,  John  Severson,  Rob 
Shepherd, Jon Stebbins, William Stout, Drew Struzan, Rod Sumpter, Dean Torrence, Ed 
Thrasher,  Jeff Thrasher,  Fred  Vail,  John  Van  Hamersveld,  Klaas  Jelle  Veenstra,  Guy 
Webster,  Jessie Webster,  Harvey Williams, Leslie Williams, Marilyn Wilson-Rutherford, 
Chris Woods... and the Smiley Smilers who keep the discussions alive, and who contribute 
to the board in a constructive way...

And,  of  course,  thank you for the music -  Brian,  Carl,  Dennis, 
Michael, Alan, Bruce, David, Blondie and Ricky (and I guess we 
should add Glen in there as well, and maybe Jeff, and maybe...). 
It’s  been  a  wonderful,  interesting,  frustrating  and,  at  times, 
expensive journey, but I’d do it all again in a flash...

Love and Mercy

Malcolm C. Searles : 2016
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Left: The author discussing the layout of the 1965 Party! 
sleeve with Marilyn Wilson-Rutherford



The many informative works of Stephen J. McParland - CMUSICbooks.wordpress.com

THE BEACH BOYS ON CD: Joe Thomas
THE BEACH BOYS DEFINITIVE DIARY: Keith Badman
THE BEACH BOYS IN CONCERT: Ian Rusten & Jon Stebbins
THE BEACH BOYS ON 45: Various contributors
BELLAGIO 10452 (esquarterly.com/bellagio): Andrew G. Doe 
DISK TRACY’S BEACH BOYS MEMORABILIA SITE: Tracy Bryant
DUMB ANGEL GAZETTE Volumes 1-4: Domenic Priore & Brian Chidester
ENDLESS SUMMER QUARTERLY: David Beard & associates
THE-FLAMES.eu: Bas Mollenkramer
THE ILLUSTRATED DISCOGRAPHY OF SURF MUSIC: John Blair
THE ILLUSTRATED DISCOGRAPHY OF HOT-ROD MUSIC: J. Blair & S.J. McParland
JANANDDEAN.com: Dean Torrence
POP SURF CULTURE: Brian Chidester & Domenic Priore
RECORDING THE BEACH BOYS: Stephen W. Desper
THE SMILEY SMILE BOARD & all its contributors
THIS WHOLE WORLD (THE BEACH BOYS SINGLES & EPs): M. Schmidt & C. Haschke

and the varied works of Kingsley Abbott, Rob Burt, Peter Ames Carlin, Bob Dalley, Brad Elliott, Charles L. 
Granata, David Leaf, John Milward, Johnny Morgan, Jim Murphy, Byron Preiss, Domenic Priore, Jon 
Stebbins, John Tobler, Timothy White & Paul Williams, along with White Lightning Publishing, should not 
go unnoticed either...

BROTHER RECORDS INC.
CAPITOL RECORDS, CBS RECORDS & WARNERS BROS. RECORDS 
The Beach Boys original album & re-issue releases

Albumartexchange.com
45Cat.com
45Worlds.com
Gettyimages.co.uk
and all of the sites on the wonderful worldwide web that may have supplied photographs and 
images throughout this work. If I have missed off any credits that you feel are of deserving note 
then please get in contact so I can offer full appreciation in future revisions.
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